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Erik Kass, Erin Wheeler 
Recognized as Award Winners

Erik Kass, Assistant Superintendent 
for Finance, Operations, and 
Human Resources for Elmbrook 

School District, and Erin Wheeler, 
Business Operations Manager for 
Middleton-Cross Plains School District, 
were honored by WASBO during 
the State Education Convention in 
Milwaukee on Thursday, Jan. 20.

Erik was named 
School Business 
Manager of 
the Year. He 
has been with 
Elmbrook School 
District since 
August 2013, 
and previously 
worked as 
Assistant 
Superintendent 
for Finance and 
Operations for the 
Madison Metropolitan School District. 
Erik was instrumental in eliminating 
an unfunded OPEB obligation by 
moving from a defined benefit plan to 
a defined contribution plan. He took 
the initiative for an on-site health care 
clinic for the district, and introduced 
new approaches to compensation 
and staffing levels. He was involved in 
special projects including constructing 
a football concession stand, integrating 

fee collection with online student 
registration, and refinancing district 

debt. Erik 
presented at 
the 2015 State 
Education 
Convention 
and has 
presented for 
WASBO and 
ASBO.

Erin was 
named 
New School 
Business 
Manager of the 

Year for her work as Business Official for 
the Wisconsin Heights School District. 
She was promoted to the position after 
serving in accounts payable and payroll. 
In her first year as Business Official, she 
worked to move to a paperless operation 
and trained six new staff members. 
Principal Asta Sepetys noted that Erin 
took the financial office and operations 
“to a level not seen before here in our 
district in just her first year.”

Erik was recognized during the State 
Education Convention’s Wednesday 
General Session Jan. 20 in Milwaukee. 
Erik and Erin addressed the WASBO 
membership during the WASBO 
Luncheon on Thursday, Jan. 21. v

Erik Kass

Erin Wheeler

A Bimonthly Publication of the Wisconsin Association of School Business Officials - Volume 20, Number 1 - February 2016

WASBO Vision - To be the most influential Wisconsin organization for state and national school business management and leadership.
WASBO Mission – To provide professional development, to foster a network of support and to advocate for funding that ensures  

outstanding educational opportunities for all children in Wisconsin.

See more about the State Education Convention on page 31.
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reasons to buy WEA Trust  
health insurance

1 Access to the new, world-class Vitality wellness program! 2 Wisconsin 

company serving only public sector employers and producing Wisconsin jobs. 

  3 Reduced ACA fees compared to competitors.  4 Extensive statewide network 

with deep provider discounts.  5 Telehealth 24/7/365.  6 Lower administrative fees 

compared to competitors.  7 Tradition for customer service excellence.   

8 Individualized medical management, including shared decision making.  

 9 Decisions made for our customers and members, not for Wall Street. 

  10 Not-for-profit

For more information, call 800.279.4000 or 608.661.6667 and ask for Jon Klett.
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bimonthly by the Wisconsin Association 
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WASBO Inc. and the WASBO Foundation 
do not endorse or stand behind any 
claims or products advertised in Taking 
Care of Business.

Publication Policy: Taking Care of 
Business is distributed by the Wisconsin 
Association of School Business Officials. 
The ideas and opinions expressed do 
not necessarily represent the beliefs 
and policies of WASBO or its members. 
Neither WASBO nor any of its members 
or representatives accepts liability for the 
contents or use of the articles appearing 
in this newsletter. Materials that appear 
in Taking Care of Business may not 
be reproduced in any manner without 
written permission.

Editor: Woody Wiedenhoeft

© 2016, Wisconsin Association of School 
Business Officials (WASBO)

Reaching Out —  
Pulling Together
By Bob Avery, Director of Business Services,  
Beaver Dam Unified School District 
President, WASBO Board of Directors

President’s Message

Continued on page 9

Bob Avery

Election time is right around the corner 
for WASBO. At our business meeting 
last month at the State Education 

Convention in Milwaukee, the Nominations 
Committee announced a slate of candidates 
for open Board seats and officer positions 
for the election this spring. I am pleased 
to see that there are three candidates for 
the two 3-year seats, one for the 2-year 
term, and two candidates for the President-
Elect position. You will find introductory 
information about all the candidates in this 
newsletter and there will be more in the 
April issue of Taking Care of Business.

The State Education Convention was a great 
success! There were 14 sessions presented 
by WASBO members that week. In addition, 
we were privileged to honor Erik Kass and 
Erin Wheeler as the School Business Official 
and New School Business Official of the 
Year, respectively. Congratulations, Erik and 
Erin! Well earned! 

At the business meeting on Thursday at 
the convention, Constitution Committee 
Chair Bob Borch presented a revision to 
the association’s constitution. This was 
read and accepted at the meeting. It 
will not be adopted though, until after a 
second reading at the business meeting on 
Friday morning of the Spring Conference 
(May 27). The changes remove policy and 
procedure items from the Constitution, but 
do not change the fundamentals of the 
document. The draft of the new Constitution 
aligns with the Board’s movement to 
policy governance. Please take the time 
to review this important document in the 
next couple of months at http://bit.ly/
WASBOdraftconstitution2016.

In February, a group of Board members 
along with Woody and Jeanne will be 
attending the ASBO International Executive 
Leadership Forum in Las Vegas. We are 

excited about this workshop and will be 
working together to enhance the leadership 
culture in our organization. I’ll share more 
information with you about the event in our 
next newsletter.

As we move into the spring, there are 
a number of professional development 
opportunities available for WASBO 
members. The Federal Funding Conference 
(February 16-17) sold out in less than 
two weeks. But there are the Facilities 
Management (March 8-9), Transportation 
& Bus Safety (March 9), Accounting (March 
16-17), and Spring (May 26-27) conferences 
coming up. In addition, there are numerous 
CSRM certification workshops. At each 
of these conferences, there are WASBO 
members “reaching out” so we can “pull 
together.” Thank you for sharing your time 
and expertise, presenters and committee 
members!

Finally, it was my privilege to emcee the 
last general session of the State Education 
Convention. It was interesting to hear the 
Governor speak and I was glad to hear him 
voice a commitment to increasing funding to 
public education. However, that was quickly 
tempered with what can best be described 
as waffling on the issue. While the Governor 
spoke in favor of using realized savings 
from changes to state employees’ benefits, 
he was quick to note that those in the 
Legislature may be more interested in 
diverting those savings to tax relief. (And 
this assumes that there will be any savings 
from the proposed changes to begin with.) 

Ultimately, I do not believe that we can 
count on additional resources for public 
education in this biennium. We know the 
cards we have been dealt – no per pupil 
increase to the revenue limit formula for 
next year and a $100 increase to the per 
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NEW YEAR
NEW OPPORTUNITIES 

SAVING ENERGY AND MONEY FOR WISCONSIN
Start the year by contacting your Energy Advisor!                               

Call 888.947.7828 or visit focusonenergy.com.

©2016 Wisconsin Focus on Energy

Make energy conservation a part of 
your New Year’s resolution. Improve your 
district’s efficiency in 2016 by utilizing 
money saving techniques with energy 
efficient practices. Focus on Energy’s 
statewide utility program will help you get 
efficient equipment at a lower cost with 
available financial incentives. 
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Woody 
Wiedenhoeft

Year of Change 2015-16
By Woody Wiedenhoeft, Executive Director, WASBO

Executive Director’s Report

This is a year of change for the 
WASBO organization, but one 
very important element has not 

changed: WASBO is an organization for 
WASBO members. WASBO members 
help WASBO members. 

WASBO remains very stable in 
providing resources centered around 
professional development, networking 
and advocacy for Wisconsin school 
children. For WASBO members, those 
resources consistently address our 
Vision, Mission and Belief system. 
In addition, our organizational and 
fiscal house is in order. Stability can 
provide confidence and a sense of 
thoughtfulness as changes occur. 

Some recent and upcoming WASBO 
changes involve all the WASBO 
membership. 

At the Semi-Annual Business meeting 
in January at the Joint Education 
Convention, the WASBO membership 
reviewed and voted on suggested 
constitutional changes. These 
recommended changes came from 
the WASBO Board and the WASBO 
Constitution committee. The staff 
was included in the deliberations. The 
intent is to move some administrative 
functions into either Board policy 
or administrative policies and out 
of the constitution. This move will 
directly allow the constitution to 
more clearly and directly address 
WASBO’s purpose, vision and mission. 
The second vote to formalize the 
constitutional changes will be at the 

next Semi-Annual Business meeting 
being held in May at the WASBO Spring 
Conference. 

In relation to those constitutional 
changes, the Board has developed a 
new set of Board Policies. With the first 
vote on the constitution complete, the 
Board will be voting at the February 
Board meeting on new Board Policies 
— keeping in mind how the new 
policies adhere to the constitution, 
reflect the way WASBO operates, its 
chosen governance model and its 
oversight responsibility. Also, these 
policies will describe the “ends” that 
need to be delivered to the WASBO 
membership. The staff will be required 
to report back at each meeting on how 
well the “ends” are being delivered 
and the Board will be able to provide 
guidance where needed. All of this 
emulates the WASBO culture. 

How do we check if the right resources 
are being provided to the WASBO 
membership? The WASBO Member 
Resources Committee, Board and 
staff developed a survey that many 
of you responded to this fall. The 
responses to this survey will be used 
by the Member Resources committee, 
Professional Improvement committee, 
staff and Board in providing a new 
strategic plan utilizing SMART goals in 
the action plan phase. I can already 
tell you that the new strategic plan will 
create change in what resources are 
provided and how they are delivered. 
The survey has provided excellent 

insight for valuable 
change. A summary 
of the survey results 
can be found on the 
WASBO website. 

Last but not least, the office staff 
has experienced several changes 
this fall. One is the valuable addition 
of Kaitlyn Hafeman as Professional 
Development and Member Services 
Coordinator. Another is the promotion 
of Jeanne Deimund to the Associate 
Executive Director role. Each staff 
member’s duties and activities were 
reviewed, with a number of changes 
put into place. As you can well suspect, 
everyone has stepped up to the plate 
in providing an improved organization 
for activities and projects. 

Many of the changes being made this 
year were initiated by the Board and 
the Executive Director several years 
ago. Formulating these changes has 
been a very thoughtful process, and 
has helped us prepare for future 
changes on the horizon, such as the 
WASBO strategic plan. The process 
has only worked because so many 
WASBO members have participated 
in communicating their thoughts on 
the organization’s future as WASBO 
members serve WASBO members. 
That is why WASBO continues to be 
a growing, successful and vibrant 
organization. v

NEW YEAR
NEW OPPORTUNITIES 

SAVING ENERGY AND MONEY FOR WISCONSIN
Start the year by contacting your Energy Advisor!                               

Call 888.947.7828 or visit focusonenergy.com.

©2016 Wisconsin Focus on Energy

Make energy conservation a part of 
your New Year’s resolution. Improve your 
district’s efficiency in 2016 by utilizing 
money saving techniques with energy 
efficient practices. Focus on Energy’s 
statewide utility program will help you get 
efficient equipment at a lower cost with 
available financial incentives. 
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ServiceMaster Restore services provided by independently owned and 
operated franchises and may vary by location.

©2015 ServiceMaster Residential/Commercial Services L.P. All rights reserved.

ServiceMaster Recovery Services

800.559.9070 
www.smrecover.com 

Contact WASBO Member Mark Cyganiak 
President, ServiceMaster Recovery Services

HAVE YOU PLANNED
FOR THE UNPLANNED?

AS YOUR BUSINESS RECOVERY SOLUTION, WE PROVIDE:

 • Pre-Loss Planning

 • Pre-Approved Pricing

 • Designated Account Manager

 • Global Large Loss Experience

• Priority Response to Your Loss

• 24/7/365 Emergency Response

• Unparalleled Resources

• One Touch Solution

“I have come to rely on ServiceMaster’s 866-Recover emergency priority 
program for my school district.” 
 -  Jim Beckman, Dir. of Operations  

Glendale-River Hills/Maple Dale-Indian Hill School Districts

“I have worked with Mark and ServiceMaster for many years. When I 
have called they have responded in a timely manner, professionally and 
have been transparent in their dealings with me. I can say at the end of 
the day I trust ServiceMaster.”  
  -  Brian Koffarnus, Dir. of Buildings and Grounds 

Greendale School District 

For immediate disaster cleanup or enrollment in our  

Preferred Response Program, contact Mark Cyganiak today.

WHEN DISASTER STRIKES, WE ARE  
YOUR BUSINESS RECOVERY SOLUTION.
ServiceMaster Restore® provides you with peace of mind in the event 

your educational campus suffers a loss as a result of fire, water or storm-

related events. With a network of experts across 600 locations and 

the backing of the $3 billion ServiceMaster Company, we can respond 

quicker, manage more effectively and put you back in business faster.
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ANDREA JANKE | Business Development Director

612.790.3260 | ajanke@aviands.com
www.aviands.com

SCHOOL 
NUTRITION 

MADE EASY

Contact Andrea for a complimentary assessment 
of your school food service operation. 

Wisconsin Association of School Business Officials’ 
Mentor Program was developed by the association 
in order to:

• Provide opportunities for new school business officials 
to acquire the performance skills and knowledge 
necessary for the effective implementation of their job 
responsibilities

• Provide a resource in order to facilitate decision making 
associated with the particularly difficult challenges and 
problems that occur within the frame of reference of a 
school business office

• Develop a cadre of experienced school business 
officials who would be willing to participate in the 
implementation of mentor activities

If you would like to 
share your expertise 
with a new 
business manager 
or business office 
staff, or are just 
interested in finding 
out about the program, there will be a mini training through 
GotoMeeting on Wednesday, Feb. 24 from 10:30-11:30 AM., 
contact Mary Jo Filbrandt, WASBO Mentorship Coordinator 
at maryjo.filbrandt@wasbo.com or simply register for Mentor 
Training at the following link:  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WW7KLW8.

More information on the program can be found on the 
WASBO website under the Education/Mentorship Tab. v

Would You Like to Become a  
Mentor through WASBO?
Mini-Training Available Feb. 24
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To learn how Security Health Plan can help, call us at 844-616-5386 or  

visit www.securityhealth.org/school-districts. Or, ask your benefit consultant about our products.

*  Security Health Plan’s HMO/POS Private plans are rated 4.5 out of 5 among the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s Private Health Insurance Plan Ratings 2015-2016. 

Health insurance from a  
unique perspective: Yours

Proven quality: 
Rated as one of the best health 
insurance plans in the country 
for eleven consecutive years* 

Extensive provider network:  
More than 6,000 
providers and growing

Convenient care: 
Our mobile healthcare  
unit brings you on-site  
medical care

Supplemental products: 
Protect your employees with 
additional insurance options,  
from dental and vision to  
life and disability

JD-016
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ASBO INTERNATIONAL MEETING DATES
2016 Annual Meeting & Expo

Sept. 23-26, 2016 - Phoenix, AZ

2017 Annual Meeting & Expo
Sept. 22-25, 2017 - Denver, CO

2018 Annual Meeting & Expo
Sept. 21-24, 2018 - Kissimmee, FL

2019 Annual Meeting & Expo
Oct. 25-28, 2019 - National Harbor, MD

2020 Annual Meeting & Expo
Oct. 2-5, 2020 - Nashville, TN

ASBO International New Members 

November 2015
• Daniel Dommek, Special 

Projects, SD of New Berlin, 
New Berlin, WI

• Richard Ericksen, Business 
Manager, Germantown SD, 
Germantown, WI

• Diana Kittelson, Operations 
Supervisor, Stoughton Area SD, Stoughton, WI

• Darci Krueger, Finance Manager, St. Croix Falls SD, 
St. Croix, WI

• Dawn Laboy, Business Manager, SD of Random 
Lake, Random Lake, WI

• Drew Niehans, Business Manager, Weyauwega-
Fremont SD, Weyauwega, WI

• Diana M. Taylor, Business Manager, Hartland 
Lakeside SD, Hartland, WI

• Eddie Then, School Business Manager, SD of 
Crandon, Crandon, WI

ASBO International Membership 
Milestones 
February 2016
15 Years
• Janelle L. Marotz, CPA, Beloit SD, Beloit 
• Warren R. Flitcroft, RSBA, Lake Geneva SD, Lake 

Geneva
5 Years
• Mark Boehlke, Sheboygan Area SD, Sheboygan 

To learn how Security Health Plan can help, call us at 844-616-5386 or  

visit www.securityhealth.org/school-districts. Or, ask your benefit consultant about our products.

*  Security Health Plan’s HMO/POS Private plans are rated 4.5 out of 5 among the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s Private Health Insurance Plan Ratings 2015-2016. 

Health insurance from a  
unique perspective: Yours

Proven quality: 
Rated as one of the best health 
insurance plans in the country 
for eleven consecutive years* 

Extensive provider network:  
More than 6,000 
providers and growing

Convenient care: 
Our mobile healthcare  
unit brings you on-site  
medical care

Supplemental products: 
Protect your employees with 
additional insurance options,  
from dental and vision to  
life and disability

JD-016

pupil categorical aid. In my district, our per pupil revenue 
limit + per pupil aid for 2016-17 will still be less than what 
it was in 2010-11.

P.S. Another call for volunteers! Please consider joining 
a committee. The work of the association relies on the 
volunteer work of the membership. The conferences 
and the publications are the work product of the 
membership. We need to continue to involve members in 
these committees to keep the conferences relevant and 
informative. Thanks! v

Cadillac Tax Delayed 2 Years
By Elleka Yost, Government Affairs & Communications 
Coordinator, ASBO International
ASBO International’s friends at American Fidelity 
Assurance Company issued the following alert regarding 
the Affordable Care Act’s excise tax, known as the 
“Cadillac Tax,” which will likely affect the majority of ASBO 
International and affiliate members:   

“Congress has passed a year end budget deal that will 
affect three tax provisions of the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (ACA). The Excise Tax on High Cost 
Plans (Cadillac Tax) will be delayed by two years until 
2020. The Cadillac Tax is a 40% tax imposed on the cost 
of employer-sponsored health coverage exceeding certain 
limits: originally for 2018, generally $10,200 for self-only 
coverage and $27,500 for family coverage. Many reports 
show that the majority of employer sponsored health 
plans would be affected by the tax within the first 5 years, 
and employers have expressed concern over the effect 
the tax would have on the cost of health benefits. The 
legislation also makes the tax deductible for employers, 
further reducing the cost burden of the tax.   The medical 
device tax, which has already gone into effect, will also be 
suspended for two years in 2016 and 2017, and the health 
insurance providers fee imposed on insurers will be lifted 
for one year in 2017.   For additional information on the 
“Cadillac Tax” and other Affordable Care Act requirements, 
please visit http://americanfidelity.com/for-employers/
health-care-reform.aspx.” v

Reaching Out, Pulling Together

Continued from page 3
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A Gold Mine of Employee Benefit Resources 
for Schools Just One Click Away!

Find out more at: www.NISBenefits.com

With ACA changes, political shifts and an aging workforce, you are faced with new 
challenges every day. That’s why we are here. We sift through thousands of benefit news 
articles, new legislation notices, compliance, ACA regulations and deliver only what is 
relevant to schools. 
Visit Today! 

ACA & Other Legislative News:  Don’t waste another minute reading ACA and other 
legislative information that doesn’t apply to non-ERISA plans! Focus only on those mandates that 
apply to you.

Early Retiree Benefits: What is the true cost of having early retirees on your plan? Is there a 
better way? Discover what other school districts have done to restructure these benefits and reduce 
their OPEB liabilities.

More Coming Soon!

Event Calendar: Never miss out on local and national events for school districts, including trade 
shows, webinars, association events, presentations and more.
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Director’s Corner

As is the case with most 
professionals in today’s 
workplace, we continually strive 

to do more with less and deal with 
greater demands and expectations. 
Terms like “Googling”, “Tweeting”, 
“Apps”, “Instant Messaging” and 
“Face Time” have taken on new 
meanings in our vocabulary. Advances 
in technology continue to be sold to 
us to as solutions that allow us to stay 
connected to our work, regardless of 
what time it is or where we are. We can 
do our banking, check the status of a 
flight, read the newspaper, and check 
our e-mail through our smartphone. 

Many of us believe that by multitasking 
we are making the best use of our 
time.…or are we? How many times 
have you left work after a long day 
at the office, knowing that you were 
busy all day, wasted no time, and 
yet wondering what you actually 
accomplished? 

I took some time to reflect on this 
and began to think about how often 
someone would stop into my office 
to have a conversation while I was 
working on a project, or how I would 
answer or make a phone call and 
continue to click away at my computer 
keyboard—working on a report, reading 
and responding to e-mails—while I 
was “listening” and carrying on a 
conversation. Do I remember what was 
discussed or shared or what action I 
offered to take? Did I need to return 
to the report I was working on or my 
sent e-mails to verify what was written? 
Admittedly, I had to conclude that I was 
truly not able to engage at a high level 
while performing or thinking about 
several tasks at one time. 

While the speed of data and our 
access to information continues to 
increase, it has become apparent 
to me that it is not possible to be 
attentive to multiple tasks and other 

people at the same time; at least not 
successfully. 

According to Travis Bradberry, author 
of an article on Inc.com titled “The 
Real Harm in Multitasking,” doing 
more than one thing at a time 
actually reduces our efficiency and 
performance, because the brain 
“simply lacks the capacity to perform 
both tasks successfully.” He states that 
“once we start thinking about more 
than a few things at a time, our ability 
to perform any task at a high level is 
compromised.” 

There are many researchers who have 
confirmed that those who multitask 
are less productive than those who do 
a single thing at a time. I discovered 
several sources affirming evidence 
that clearly supports the theory 
that our brains are just not wired to 
perform at a high level when we try 
to do more than one thing at a time. 
What many view as “multitasking” is 
actually just quickly moving from one 
task to another without being truly 
engaged, and most often results in not 
completing any one of those tasks well. 

If multitasking doesn’t really work, 
what strategies can we use to be able 
to perform at a high level while we 
continue to try to do more with less?

Here are a few suggestions that I 
found worthwhile that you may want to 
consider as well:

 Be mindful and “present”. Focus 
on what you are working on or with 
whom you are with at the present 
time. Connect and disconnect from 
e-mail, Internet and other distractions 
depending on the activity and the level 
of concentration required to complete 
it successfully. Be truly engaged 
with those around you to be able to 
concentrate and better recall the 
discussion. This will open your mind up 
for greater creativity and the mental 

ability to better perform 
the work at hand. 

Write it down. Even if you don’t keep 
a to do list, when you are working on 
a task or talking to someone and you 
want to remember or follow up on 
something, write it down. Don’t waste 
time later trying to remember what you 
needed to do or risk forgetting an idea 
you had.

Schedule some quiet time for yourself 
as well as time to spend on completing 
specific projects. Whether it’s 5 to 
10 minutes every hour or alternating 
throughout the day, set aside blocks 
of time on your calendar to respond to 
e-mails, phone calls, meet with others 
and complete projects or reports. 
Scheduling these items provides the 
time required to better concentrate 
and focus to get these things done. 
Make sure you schedule some time for 
you—to think, take a walk, spend time 
with or call someone you care about or 
to just sit and do nothing.

Smile and interact with pleasant 
people as much as possible. Although 
our roles often require contact with 
individuals who are unhappy or angry, 
make time to talk to and engage with 
those who are the most upbeat and 
positive. We can be more productive 
when we enjoy what we are doing and 
are doing things with and for people we 
like.

You can’t do it all. Although technology 
may allow us to be connected 24/7, 
focus your time and attention on 
your priorities, one step and one 
task at a time. Even when we have 
multiple deadlines and projects that 
need our attention simultaneously, 
focus attention on only one task or 
conversation at a time. 

By planning time for concentrated 
periods of work and becoming more 

How Well Do You Multitask?
By WASBO Director Cathy Cramer, Director of Business Services, Oak Creek-Franklin School District 

Cathy Cramer

Continued on page 19
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WISCONSIN SCHOOLS CAN
COUNT ON EMC .

www.emcins.com
© Copyright Employers Mutual Casualty Company 2015. All rights reserved.

MILWAUKEE BRANCH OFFICE
Phone: 855.495.1800  |  Home Office: Des Moines, IA

EMC Insurance Companies offers 
the coverages schools need, 
including school board errors and 
omissions, workers’ compensation, 
commercial property and fleet. You 
also receive responsive local claims 
handling and loss control services 
from the EMC Milwaukee branch 
office. Count on EMC® and our 
trusted managing general agents to 
protect your school, your staff and 
the public with tailored coverages 
and valuable loss control services.

800.272.2443 800.541.5710
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Director’s Corner

After the excitement of a 
successful referendum has 
died down the scary reality of 

the enormous amount of work that 
is heading your district’s way can set 
in. However, the level of stress can be 
minimized by thoughtfully preparing for 
the building process.

Take the time to thoughtfully 
design your design team.

Your District‘s Design Team
Having some forethought going into 
creating the district’s design team 
and identifying their roles early on can 
prevent misunderstandings down the 
road. By inviting people to be a part of 
a design group, you are inviting them 
to be a part of the decision making 
process. The larger the group the 
larger the need will be to clearly outline 
who is there for just input and idea 
generation, and who is there to make 
the decisions. 

When forming the group consider the 
different levels of the design you need 
the team members involved in. Will 
some be just needed for classroom 
layouts? Who will be needed for 
general spaces, mechanical areas, 
exterior, and landscaping? The group 
also needs clear direction on what type 
of decisions they will be a part of. Will 
they all be involved in window and door 
decisions, HVAC, technology, furniture, 
kitchen equipment, wall materials, and 
brick selections? 

Take the time to share the ultimate 
vision and goals for the project.  It can 
be human nature for those taking part 
in the design phase to want the new 
spaces to fit their personal needs and 
teaching styles. However, the group is 
not representing themselves, they are 
representing the entire current and 
future staff, students, and community. 

A group that is focused on creating 
a building that will stand the test of 
time, be flexible for the future, and is 
centered around instructional goals 
can avoid the tendency to design for 
their own needs and preferences. 

The Architect Team
If you have gotten this far in the 
process without hiring an architect 
to work with, you will want to do that 
immediately. During the design process 
you will probably work with several 
architects, interior designers, project 
team leaders, and the architect firms 
financing personnel. Typically there will 
be a lead architect that your team will 
be working with. This will be the person 
who you communicate with most often 
and will help ensure that the process 
meets your district’s final goals. This 
person will also help guide your group’s 
thoughts and turn their ideas into 
designs. 

Depending on the size of the projects 
there may be other architects working 
with the lead architect. The architect 
team can also include interior 
designers that will help with finishes 
and color selections. The architect 
team will also be working directly with 
civil, plumbing, electrical, and HVAC 
engineers to design the infrastructure 
that must be included with your 
building design. They are also the ones 
who work with the municipalities to 
obtain building permits.

Construction Manager Team
If you have gotten this far in the 
process without hiring a general 
contractor (construction manager) 
do that immediately. Not only does 
your construction manager facilitate 
the actual construction process 
they also have an important role in 

the design phase. While the design 
is coming to fruition their team is 
constantly working behind the scenes 
to develop estimates to help ensure 
the designs are affordable and 
doable. Members of the construction 
management team can include 
a senior project manager, project 
manager(s), project engineer(s), lead 
superintendent, superintendent(s), and 
a communications specialist.

During the design process the project 
managers will most likely be the ones 
attending your meetings. These are the 
ones who are gathering information on 
the design so that they can research, 
estimate, and develop the costs 
associated with those designs. They 
also can bring valuable insight to the 
meetings with their knowledge of 
construction trends, building materials, 
and building processes. 

The Others 
Besides your district staff, architect 
and construction manager teams, 
there are many others who you will 
be working with. The district will most 
likely have several contracts to sign 
with the architect and construction 
manager. These contracts should all 
be reviewed by your district’s attorney. 
You will also need to work with your 
insurance provider to add a builder’s 
risk policy. 

There will also be a variety of testing 
professionals you will work with 
to complete hazardous materials, 
asbestos, soil and concrete testings. 
Generally your construction manager 
or architect will help you in lining these 
services up. 

When you get closer to finalizing the 
plans you may also need to engage 
with furniture suppliers. The architect 

Preparing to Build 
By Matt Breunig, Senior Project Manager, J.H. Findorff and Son, Inc., and  
WASBO Director Kathy Davis, Director of Business and Auxiliary Services,. 
 DeForest Area School District Kathy Davis Matt Breunig

Continued on next page
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firm’s interior designers typically can 
assist in this process as well. However, 
if you utilize their design services for 
furnishings you may need to have a 
separate contract for this service.

Communication is Key
With all the people that are involved in 
the process communication at times 
can seem daunting. However, it is very 
necessary in creating a successful 
project. Collaboration between all three 
legs of the stool (District, Architect 
and Construction Manager) is critical. 
The team must communicate all 
assumptions and understandings as 
budgets and designs are developed 
so that budget gaps are avoided. Also 
be clear on who can communicate 
from the district with the architect 
and construction manager. If all staff 
are allowed to email their ideas and 
questions directly to the architect 
and construction manager it will be 
overwhelming and can lead to design 
confusion.

Regular communication is also 
important to keep the Board informed, 
staff involved, and community aware. 
Consider sharing limited design 
concepts (emphasis on “limited” 
since the designs will be constantly 
changing) and progress made. Also 
take the time to keep the Board 
informed on the budget. Regular 
updates will help ensure that there are 
no surprises to important stakeholders. 
Include the architect and construction 
manager in those updates and board 
presentations. This will help connect 
district personnel and the community 
with the people who are putting a 
tremendous amount of work into their 
building project. 

What’s Going on Behind the 
Scenes?
When your team isn’t meeting it may 
seem to some that there is nothing 
going on. However, the time between 
design meetings is really where the 
hard work is taking place. Between 
meetings your architect team is 

working on putting design ideas 
into buildable plans. They are also 
coordinating design aspects with the 
engineers. 

Your architect and construction 
manager teams are also in constant 
communication with each other. There 
are a lot of ‘technical’ discussions 
regarding different building 
components to understand how a 
project should be budgeted. Feedback 
that has been learned either through 
discussions with different district 
stakeholders (either administration, 
teachers, maintenance staff, etc) or  
evaluation of existing structures is 
shared to maintain the consistency and 
efficiency of the design process. Cost 
effective construction concepts that 
align with design goals are also being 
evaluated as the design progresses. 

There are also several meetings 
going on with local municipalities to 
determine if the designs will meet 
city ordinances and be approved 
by planning committees. Further 
involvement at the State level is also 
occurring to ensure that the plans will 
be approved by the State and meet 
DNR regulations.

The Dreadful “B” Word
Unfortunately and ultimately it all 
comes down to budget. Your group may 
spend hours, days, and weeks coming 
up with an amazing design that fits all 
of your instructional goals and space 
wants, however, if the budget can’t 
afford it, you can’t build it. You can 
prevent group heartache by using your 
construction project manager early 
on in the process to tell you what you 
can and can not afford. This person’s 
budget reality role can make him/her 
the downer of the group. However, it’s 
better to hear the budget reality prior 
to everyone falling in love with designs 
they can’t afford. 

How do project managers create 
project budget estimates?

Project budgets are established at 
several key milestones throughout the 
design process. As you can imagine, 

the more details in the plans - the 
more accurate the budget. In order to 
account for information that may not 
yet be on the plans early in the design 
process, assumptions must be made 
to account for all building components. 
An example of this might be that 
bleachers may not yet be shown on 
plans, but the project manager’s 
experience tells him/her that bleachers 
are typically in gyms and he/she 
should include a cost to account for 
the bleachers. Once the final plans and 
specifications are completed, they are 
sent out to hundreds of suppliers and 
subcontractors to provide firm pricing 
on their specialized area of work. (i.e. 
a flooring contractor provides a bid to 
furnish and install all flooring). They are 
then able to utilize these bids for all 
scopes of work to help predict what the 
next similar project might cost when it 
is early in the design process. 

Preparing for the Actual 
Construction
Who, what, where, when, and how?

Preparing for a building project doesn’t 
just stop at the end of a completed 
design. Staff, students, parents, and 
neighbors will need to be made aware 
of when the construction is occurring 
and where they can safely be on 
site. If you are building on a current 
school site that will be used during 
construction you will also need to 
consider parent and bus traffic and 
safe walking routes.  A communication 
plan should be established for staff, 
students and parents before and 
during construction. Your construction 
manager is a key partner in developing 
this plan and will help ensure that 
it balances construction efficiency 
with the need to maintain operations 
and safety. Typically a construction 
manager should start these 
conversations with the district months 
before the actual construction begins. 

The district will also need to have a 
plan set in place to get people and 
items out of the old spaces and into 
the new spaces. The construction 

Continued from previous page 

Preparing to Build 

Continued on page 19
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Upcoming WASBO Events
Professional Development
Facilities Management Conference **

March 8-9, 2016 - Kalahari Resort & Conference Center, 
WI Dells 

Transportation & Bus Safety Conference
March 9, 2016 - Kalahari Resort & Conference Center, 
WI Dells

p-Card User Group
March 15, 2016 - Madison Marriott West, Middleton

Accounting Conference **
March 16-17, 2016 - Madison Marriott West, Middleton 

Spring Conference **
May 26-27, 2016 - Kalahari Resort & Conference 
Center, WI Dells

Custodial & Maintenance Conferences
June 23, 2016 - Muskego High School, Muskego
July 13, 2016 - Sparta High School, Sparta and DC  
    Everest High School, Weston
July 27 - Menasha High School, Menasha

Mentorship Program Orientation
Aug 16, 2016 - Holiday Inn Madison at the American  
   Center, Madison

New School Administrators & Support Staff Conference **
Aug 17-18, 2016 - Holiday Inn Madison at the American  
   Center, Madison

Fall Conference **
Oct 6-7, 2016 - The Osthoff Resort, Elkhart Lake

Scholarship Fundraisers
Spring Golf Fundraiser 

May 25, 2016 - Trappers Turn Golf Course, WI Dells
Spring Bike Fundraiser

May 25, 2016 - 400 Trail
Fall Golf Fundraiser 

Oct 5, 2016 - TBD, Elkhart Lake
Fall Bike Fundraiser

Oct 5, 2016 - Old Plank Road Trail

Certified School Risk Managers (CSRM) 
Courses **
Fundamentals of Risk Management 

Feb 24, 2016 - WI School Leadership Center, Madison
Handling School Risks 

Feb 25, 2016 - WI School Leadership Center, Madison
Measuring School Risks 

March 15, 2016 - Madison Marriott West, Middleton
Funding School Risks 

April 5, 2016 - WI School Leadership Center, Madison
Administering School Risks 

April 6, 2016 - WI School Leadership Center, Madison
School Safety from A to Z 

April 7, 2016 - WI School Leadership Center, Madison

** Viterbo University graduate credit available

 – General Liability
 – Auto Liability

Unlike other insurance companies that provide coverages based 
solely on price and are not heard from again until renewal time, 
we work directly with our clients in partnership to control their 
insurance costs through a unique risk management and aggressive 
claims philosophy. And because we are local government, we 
always keep the end goal of saving taxpayer dollars in mind.

Take control of your insurance needs with Community 
Insurance Corporation. It just makes sense.

 

 

Community Insurance Corporation provides liability insurance 
coverage for cities, towns, villages and school districts. We 
offer broad coverage, designed to specifically meet the needs 
of Wisconsin public entities under ONE single liability policy 
form to include:

To learn more, please contact Kim Hurtz, Aegis Corporation, 
1.800.236.6885 or kim@aegis-wi.com

Is your insurance provider  
a phone number or a partner?

Personal service. That’s the 
strength of our Community.

 – School Board Legal Liability
 – Public Officials Errors and Omissions
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Meet the Candidates for the WASBO Board of Directors

Nathan Jaeger
Director of 
Business Services, 
Whitewater Unified 
School District
Director Candidate 
(Two-year term)

My name is Nathan Jaeger and 
I am proud to serve as the 
Director of Business Services 

for the Whitewater Unified School 
District and as a current member of 
the WASBO Board of Directors. Thank 
you for your consideration of my 
application to continue serving on the 
WASBO Board. 

Although we each took a slightly 
different path to get to our respective 
roles within the educational system, 
those paths likely share two common 
elements: a genuine belief in the value 
of education and strong professional 
development and support.  

I began my career in education as 
an elementary classroom teacher 
in Whitewater where I taught for 
three and a half years. As a teacher, 
I witnessed firsthand the impact 
providing a strong educational 
foundation can have on students. 
Although I enjoyed teaching, I always 
had a desire to serve in education in 
a broader capacity. In my five years 
as a business manager, I have not 
been disappointed with the number of 
opportunities this profession provides 
to impact students both directly and 
indirectly. 

Like many business managers, 
I’ve found the support, resources, 
and professional development 
opportunities provided through the 
WASBO organization to be an essential 
element responsible for the success 
of our business office. I am running 
for the WASBO Board because I am 
eager to continue my involvement 
with the organization that has been so 
influential in my professional growth. 

I would be honored to continue serving 
in a leadership role in our organization 
and am committed to helping WASBO 
pursue the mission of providing 
professional development, fostering a 
network of support, and advocating for 
outstanding educational opportunities 
for all children in Wisconsin. Thank you 
for your consideration in supporting my 
candidacy for the WASBO Board.

Greg Gaarder
Business Manager, 
Tomah Area School 
District
Director Candidate 
(Three-year term)

Hello, my name is Greg Gaarder, I 
currently serve as the Business 
Manager for the Tomah Area 

School District. I would appreciate 
your support of my candidacy for a 
Director position on the WASBO Board 
of Directors. I have worked in the field 
of School Administration for the past 
22 years, of which 16 have been as 
a School Business Manager and 6 as 
an Elementary School Principal. The 
experiences that I have had, not only 
in school administration, but in my 
journeys over the past 51 years have 
led me to be to believe that I am a 
candidate worthy of your consideration. 

I have had many experiences 
throughout my career that would help 
me be a successful Director in WASBO. 
Of these experiences, I believe my 
participation in a strategic planning 
process in the Adams-Friendship 
School District and my participation 
in the Servant Leadership Program 
in the Tomah Area School District 
have prepared me well to sit on the 
Board. Each has taught me the value 
of patience, listening, honesty, humor 
and goodwill when working in group 
settings to further the cause of the 
particular committee or organization.

I am also proud to say that I have 
22 years of successful marriage 
experience with my wife, Terrie. I have 
two daughters, Calie, 20 and Jamie, 
17. My wife and I are nervously, but 
eagerly, preparing to enter the next 
stage of our life as empty nesters. I 
have many hobbies that will hopefully 
keep me busy as I enter this next stage 
of life. They include enjoying the great 
outdoors, boating, home brewing, and 
physical fitness. 

 I would be honored to represent you 
on the WASBO Board of Directors. I, as 
many others have stated, would love 
to give back to an organization that 
has been so instrumental in furthering 
my career in School Business 
Management. Thank you for your 
consideration.

John Stellmacher
Director of Business 
Services, School 
District of Hartford 
Jt #1
Director Candidate 
(Three-year term)

Hello WASBO Members!  I 
appreciate your consideration 
of my candidacy to serve 

on the WASBO Board of Directors.  
Over the past 10 years, I have been 
involved within our organization in 
several capacities.  I’ve served as a 
member of the School Administrator’s 
Alliance Legislative, State Education 
Convention, and School Finance Puzzle 
committees for much of the past 10 
years, and am currently in the process 
of mentoring my fourth new business 
official through the WASBO Mentor 
Program.

The past several years have been 
an exciting time in the Stellmacher 
household.  Following our wedding in 
2013, my wife, Laura, and I welcomed 
our daughter Catherine last March and 
we have been blessed to share a year 
of “first” experiences together as a 
family. Though school is several 
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years away, it is remarkable to watch 
Catherine learn each and every day, 
and her curiosity reminds me of why 
getting students engaged early and 
curious about the world is key to 
their success.  Laura/I continue do 
triathlons, though we’re focusing on 
shorter races this year. I was asked to 
be an “Angel” for My Team Triumph, 
and will be doing the Door County 
Half-Ironman this summer with that 
organization.

Though sleep may sometimes be in 
short supply as a new father, I believe 
that I bring energy and enthusiasm 
to our organization as we seek to 
best advocate for a quality education 
for all Wisconsin children.  We face 
challenging times for K-12 Public 
Education in Wisconsin, but I’m 
more encouraged than ever that we 
each, through the School Business 
Management profession can make a 
huge difference, and I’m running for 
the Board to ensure that each district’s 
business official has the available tools 
they need to be successful in this “new 
normal”.

Given the number of new faces that I’m 
seeing around WASBO conferences, my 
main goal as a board member would 
be to be creative in finding ways to 
get our new colleagues involved early 
and often. I have had some wonderful 
WASBO Mentors in my career and 
believe those mentors played a key 
role in ensuring that I was successful 
starting out in this field.  I believe that 
advocacy for K-12 public education 
is more important than ever, and 
would use skills gleaned over the past 
decade to work with the WASBO Board 
and the School Administrators Alliance 
to refine/expand our strategies in 
developing crucial relationships with 
legislators and K-12 public education 
partners.

We have a wonderful organization that 
has remained strong because each of 
us has something special to contribute 
to the profession. I thank you for your 
consideration, and I wish each of you 

and your districts a successful finish to 
the 2015-16 school year!

Bob Tess
Chief Finance and 
Business Services 
Officer, Wausau 
School District
Director Candidate 
(Three-year term)

Hello WASBO friends, it is an 
honor to present myself as a 
candidate for a three-year term 

on your Board of Directors and would 
appreciate your consideration.  Serving 
in such a capacity would represent 
another small deposit to the WASBO 
account of resources, from which I 
have been withdrawing for the past six 
years.

The past 26 years have offered me 
countless opportunities to contribute 
towards fulfilling one of society’s 
greatest privileges, educating the 
next generation.  After my time as 
an undergraduate at the University 
of Wisconsin I entered the workforce 
as a high school math teacher and 
coach in the Marathon School District.  
There, I enjoyed 20 years teaching just 
about everything in the high school 
math curriculum along with coaching 
football, basketball, baseball and 
golf.  During my time in Marathon I 
also earned my Masters Degree in 
Education from UW-Stevens Point.

Driven by family legacy (my mother 
was a lifelong school business official), 
a desire to grow professionally, and a 
curiosity to learn if my talents would 
translate beyond the classroom, 
I started the Business Managers 
program at Marian University.  Shortly 
thereafter, a school district with a 
vision for change and a superintendent 
with a high risk tolerance would provide 
me with my next big opportunity as 
Executive Director of Business Services 
for the Oshkosh Area School District.  
Beyond working with a fantastic 

team in Oshkosh, I quickly learned 
how valuable WASBO and all of its 
membership would be for a beginning 
business manager.  In fact I think it’s 
more accurate to say that WASBO was 
not just “valuable” for me during that 
time but absolutely “vital”.  I have fond 
memories of how I met many other 
veteran WASBO members by cold-
calling them with the help of the vast 
WASBO member directory.

Following three years of dedicated 
service in Oshkosh, in an effort to 
move closer to home, I had the good 
fortune to join the Wausau School 
District team as Chief Finance and 
Business Services Officer.  As I am 
finishing my third year in Wausau I 
am starting to see the learning curve 
flatten out a little bit, thus offering me 
opportunities to share my talents more 
widely.  I am currently a member of the 
State Education Convention Planning 
Committee, I serve on the Wisconsin 
Investment Series Cooperative 
Commission and I frequently present at 
WASBO events on a variety of topics.

Professional commitments like those 
I share do not come without a very 
strong and supportive family.  My wife 
Laura, who is a human resources 
director, is acutely aware of, and 
understands the kind of time, energy 
and commitment that must go into 
such a demanding career.  Together 
with our three beautiful daughters, Ava 
(8), Ella (6) and Nia (3), they provide 
me with the support necessary to 
pursue a career as a school business 
manager while maintaining the priority 
of father and husband first.

As WASBOnians, we all have an 
ethical obligation to share some of 
our individual talents with others in 
this great organization. Serving on the 
Board of Directors would help me fulfill 
that obligation, please consider my 
candidacy. v
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Jason Demerath
Director of 
Business Services, 
School District of 
Fort Atkinson
President-Elect 
Candidate

Since I began in the School 
Business Management 
program as a student at UW-

Whitewater in 2002 I have been a 
member of WASBO and have found 
the organization, and all it does for our 
profession, extremely valuable. For the 
past two and a half years I have served 
on the WASBO Board of Directors and 
at this point I am humbly asking that 
you allow me to continue giving back to 
this wonderful organization by serving 
as its President.

During my current tenure on the Board 
of Directors we have begun to move 
the governance of this organization 
towards a Policy Governance model. 
The implementation of this model 
takes time and I would like to fully see 
that implementation through by serving 
for another three years. Our current 
President, Bob Avery, has also focused 
on developing leadership in the 
organization through his attendance, 
and now allowing new Board members 
to attend the Executive Leadership 
Forum presented by ASBO. I would 
also like to advance that initiative 
and continue to find ways to develop 
leadership from within our own 
ranks. I believe it is also important 
to constantly work to improve the 
professional development offerings of 
WASBO to meet the ever increasing 
and continuously changing needs of 
our membership.

I bring a wide array of experiences to 
the table. I have been the Business 
Official in a district as small as 725 
students with a budget of $7.5 million 
to a district as large as 13,000 
students with a budget of $130 million, 
and everywhere in between. I have 

even worked in the business office of 
the Madison school district. Currently 
I work in the School District of Fort 
Atkinson, which is a mid-sized district 
with 3,000 students and a budget of 
$30 million.

I am also now working to share my 
experiences with students in the 
UW-Whitewater School Business 
Management program as an adjunct 
instructor. I would like to share my 
experiences with you, my colleagues, 
through service as the WASBO 
President and continue to advance our 
profession in this role. I believe that I 
would bring a unique perspective to 
the Presidency that would allow me to 
measure the organization’s decisions 
and programs through various lenses. 
I will be able to gauge the impact of 
these decisions from the perspective 
of some of the smallest districts 
in the state, some of the largest 
districts in the state, and all of those 
in between. I also hope to gain some 
great experiences and advance my 
own learning in my service to WASBO. 
In my positions throughout the state I 
have had the opportunity to meet great 
people in the profession and learn from 
them. I am hoping to continue that as 
your President.

In the Administration and Organization 
class that I teach at UW-Whitewater 
to aspiring business managers their 
final assignment is to interview an 
acting business manager about their 
roles and relationships in the district 
and community. Having just read 
through 21 papers on this topic within 
the last couple of days of this writing, 
it is apparent to me that we need to 
help others realize that as business 
managers we are leaders and that we 
have a great group of leaders coming 
into the profession. Going into the 
project many of the students assume 
that the day-to-day task of a business 
manager is to be a “bean counter” 
and spend our day with spreadsheets 
completing accounting transactions. 
After their interviews with acting 

business managers they begin to 
realize that we are strong leaders in 
our district and the accounting side of 
things, while important, is one small 
component of our duties. Many of 
them become inspired by what our 
role is within our school districts and 
discover that they can have a profound 
influence on the education of children 
even without being directly in the 
classroom. This kind of revelation 
and learning in turn inspires me and 
reminds me of why we do what we 
do, “to serve our kids!” We must be 
leaders to best serve Wisconsin’s 
children.

WASBO is an outstanding organization 
and I am hoping you will consider my 
appointment as your President to 
continue to serve and assist you in 
your professional growth as a school 
business manager and a leader. I 
cannot imagine a better profession or a 
better group of colleagues to serve!

Kent Ellickson
Director of Finance 
and Business 
Services, School 
District of Onalaska
President-Elect 
Candidate

Thank you for taking the time to 
review the candidate biographies. 
I am pleased to step forward with 

my candidacy for WASBO President-
Elect. The WASBO organization has 
been a very important part of my 
professional life since becoming a 
school business manager in 2001. 
Each of our recent WASBO presidents 
has discussed the importance of giving 
back to the organization and pointed 
out that as we do so, we get something 
in return. I very much agree with them.

Over the years I have enjoyed 
involvement in WASBO through a 
variety of ways. Currently, I am nearing 
the completion of a three-year term 
as a WASBO board member. These 
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three years have gone by way too fast 
and the reward from participation has 
been way more than I ever imagined. 
I encourage those who have been 
actively involved in WASBO to consider 
running sometime in the future. I am 
thankful a colleague gently suggested 
this to me. 

Some of my past and present 
involvement in WASBO includes 
completing the training and serving 
as a mentor in the WASBO mentorship 
program, serving as a WASBO 
representative on the State Education 
Convention Committee, volunteering 
to present on school finance at a 
Wisconsin Association of School 
Boards New School Board Member 
workshop, serving on the WASBO 
Scholarship Committee, and serving 
as an Investing in Wisconsin Public 
Schools facilitator. 

A specific activity that helped me 
appreciate the character and 
collaboration of our organization was 
involvement in the School Finance 
Puzzle during its first years. I was proud 
to work with fellow WASBO members, 
DPI staff, UW-Whitewater personnel, 
and WASBO staff in the earliest years 
of the School Finance Puzzle half-
day workshop at the State Education 

Convention. They made it fun to co-
chair this initiative each year as we 
worked together to review and evaluate 
the previous year’s presentation, 
update it, make preparations for 
organization of the current year’s 
session, and interact with the 
attendees at the convention. 

After serving 10 years as the Director 
of Business Services in the Sparta 
Area School District, I was selected 
this year to be the Director of Finance 
and Business Services in the School 
District of Onalaska. I appreciate 
working in a district with both the 
board and administration embracing 
and functioning as a Professional 
Learning Community. I also appreciate 
enjoying this without commuting a long 
distance to another community for the 
first time in my professional career. 

My earliest years as a school business 
administrator were in Southern 
Wisconsin. Prior to moving “back 
home” to Western Wisconsin, I worked 
in the school districts of Cambridge, 
Deerfield, and Clinton. Initially the 
Cambridge and Deerfield positions 
were combined through a cooperative 
agreement between the districts. I was 
fortunate to be offered the opportunity 
to be the first school business manager 

in the Clinton Community School 
District as my first business manager 
position.

Prior to serving as a school business 
manager, I was a business education 
teacher for more than 10 years in the 
School District of Lodi. As a business 
teacher, I experienced the elementary 
through high school teaching 
experience—with an added bonus of 
teaching adult evening classes for 
Madison Area Technical College. This 
was an excellent foundation for an 
embedded permanent reminder about 
the purpose of our work as school 
business officials. 

The current board has been devoted 
to improving the organization through 
transitioning to policy governance 
and maintaining a commitment to 
long-range strategic planning. WASBO 
has grown to approximately 1,300 
members and continues to broaden 
the scope of opportunities to its 
increasingly diverse membership 
base. I look forward to an opportunity 
to help the board continue to move in 
the same direction as the organization 
strives to meet the professional needs 
of our colleagues. It has been an honor 
to serve with my peers on the board. v

manager can assist in this plan by 
identifying key dates. Some important 
things to consider will be any storage 
needs, staffing time needed for 
packing and moving, and backup plans 
in case things get delayed. 

Prepare staff for living through the 
construction

It’s important that staff be prepared 
to expect and accept that at times it 

will be loud, power may be temporarily 
lost, and other unforeseen things 
may happen; it’s construction. This 
understanding is especially true for 
those who are remodeling or adding 
onto their current schools. Consider 
holding meetings with all staff to 
help prepare them for this temporary 
discomfort. In the end, it will be worth 
the extra effort. v

Preparing to Build 

Continued from page 14

engaged in the task being performed, 
we are actually able to get more tasks 
accomplished and avoid the familiar 
mantra of being “a doer of many tasks 
yet a master of none.” 

“One step at a time is good walking.” 
– Chinese Proverb

“Do the difficult things while they are 
easy and do the great things while 
they are small. A journey of a thousand 
miles always begins with a single 
step.”

-Lao Tzu v

Continued from page 11

How Well Do You 
Multitask?
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Director’s Corner

Ted Hayes

Teacher Classroom Safety  
and Security Controls
By WASBO Director Ted Hayes, Senior Risk Manager, M3 Insurance 
Submitted on behalf of the WASBO Safety & Risk Management Committee

Over the years, I have been asked 
on multiple occasions to provide 
information or training regarding 

the most relevant teacher classroom 
safety and security controls. Although 
there may be more controls to add to 
this list; here in my opinion are the 
most important safety and security 
controls that should be reviewed with 
all of your teachers.

Classroom Life Safety and Crisis 
Prevention Controls
Ensure your crisis plan is readily 
available and that every teacher has 
a clear understanding of how to enact 
the crisis plan. Your brightly colored 
crisis plans should be located in the 
same place in every classroom (posted 
at eye level next to the exit door). 
During an actual emergency, time is of 
the essence; don’t waste time looking 
for your crisis plan.

In each and every classroom, identify 
a large object (desk, table, filing 
cabinet, etc.) that can be pushed 
against the exit door during a lockdown 
situation. Barricading the door 
provides another level of protection to 
prevent an intruder from entering the 
classroom.

Know how to immediately evacuate 
your area of responsibility in case of 
a fire, tornado, bomb threat or other 
emergency. A teacher may know how 
to evacuate his/her classroom; but do 
you know how to safely exit the school 
if you are in another classroom? In the 
cafeteria or the gymnasium? Do all 
teaching aides, substitute teachers, 
and volunteers know how to evacuate 
students from the school building? 
When evacuating the school, make 
sure you evacuate at least 300 feet 
from the school building – a fire or 

flying debris from an explosion could 
injure anyone standing too close to the 
school building.

Ensure that a communication means 
(cell phone, classroom phone, walkie-
talkie) is available to contact the main 
office or emergency services. Teachers 
should always carry their cell phones 
whether they are in the classroom, in 
the gymnasium, outside of the school 
on the playground, or away on a field 
trip. Instant emergency communication 
should be a number one priority.

Never cover your doors or windows 
with paper or decorations. 
Maintaining visual communication 
is key during a crisis or emergency. 
Covering doors and windows with 
combustible (paper) decorations also 
presents a significant life safety hazard 
if the fire were to occur around an exit 
door or window.

Never cover more than 20% of 
your classroom walls with paper or 
combustible materials due to the 
significant fire concern. Fifty percent 
of the wall space can be covered 
with combustible materials if the 
room is protected with fire sprinklers. 
Excessive amounts of paper on the 
walls (decorations, art work, etc.) can 
quickly spread a fire if it were to occur 
in a classroom.

Always close and secure classroom 
doors when the classroom is occupied 
and not occupied. Keep classroom 
doors closed and secured when class 
is in session and especially when the 
room is unoccupied. Bad things cannot 
occur in a classroom if it is always 
locked when a teacher isn’t present.

Don’t bring electrical appliances, 
portable space heaters, fans, 

microwaves, etc. in to the 
classroom without the permission of 
administration. Appliances brought 
from home present a serious fire, 
burn, and electrocution exposure 
– especially in elementary schools. 
History shows that many classroom 
fires originated from faulty home 
appliances (wiring concerns) or 
appliances that were knocked over in 
the classroom.

Be in the hallways between classes 
to supervise students.  Bad things 
tend to occur among students when 
little or no supervision is present. 
Periodically check bathrooms, locker 
rooms, and any other areas where 
students congregate. 

Classroom Accident Prevention 
Controls
Never stand on tables, desks or 
chairs to hang items from the ceiling 
or to reach objects on a shelving unit. 
Every year, a significant number of 
teachers are seriously injured when 
standing on a table, desk, or chair. 
Take the time to use a proper ladder; 
better yet, ask your custodian to assist 
you.

Never store materials or objects 
high on shelving units. Besides the 
obvious material handling concern, 
objects could fall on to students below. 
An object weighing just a few ounces 
could cause serious injury if it were to 
fall and strike someone.

Always contact your school’s 
custodian when heavy objects must 
be lifted or moved in the classroom. 
The custodian may have the proper tool 
to move the object or they can provide 
additional assistance when handling 
heavy objects.
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With WASBO’s p-Card program through Illinois ASBO, 
participants can:

l   streamline accounts payable
l   set spending parameters on each card
l   join more than 800 school districts across the country
l   enjoy NO FEES!
l   l   receive REBATES on all purchases! 

Contact Kaitlyn Hafeman
kaitlyn.hafeman@wasbo.com

Wear proper non-slip footwear to 
prevent slip and fall accidents. This is 
especially important during snow and 
ice conditions. High heels, flip-flops, 
and flat soled dress shoes should be 
discouraged. When the snow and ice 
season begins, teachers should wear 
sensible safe footwear in to and out of 
the school building - they can change 
in to their other shoes once they are 
in the classroom. Don’t underestimate 
the importance of proper footwear. 
Every school district has experienced 
a number of teacher slip and fall 
accidents that result in serious injury 
and increased insurance costs for the 
school district.

Constantly be aware of classroom 
trip and fall hazards – objects in the 
walkways, extension cords on the floor, 
etc... As the old saying goes, ‘we trip on 
mice not elephants.’ Constantly be on 
the lookout for any object (no matter 
how small) that presents a trip and 
fall hazard for school employees and 
students. Good housekeeping in the 

classroom and in the hallways should 
be a number one priority all of the 
time.

Ensure students have received 
accurate and complete instructions 
before an activity begins. No matter 
the activity, students must receive 
proper instruction. This is especially 
important in physical education, 
science, chemistry and technology 
education classes. Many classroom 
injuries to students and staff could be 
avoided if thorough instructions were 
provided.

Report all incidents, accidents, 
and near misses immediately to 
school administration. Any and all 
incidents must be reported to your 
administration. Don’t believe that 
an injury must occur before it is 
considered an accident. Recognizing 
and addressing minor incidents and 
near misses will prevent a more severe 
accident from occurring. v

p-Card  
User Group
March 15 • 1-4 PM
Madison Marriott West, 
Middleton
Does your district use the 
WASBO p-Card or are you 
considering implementation of 
a procurement card? Join us for 
this FREE user group meeting. 

Register at WASBO.com/
accounting — registration for 
the Accounting Conference 
is not required; just select the 
“p-Card user group only” option. 

Find out more about the p-Card 
program at WASBO.com/pcard, 
or contact Kaitlyn Hafeman at  
kaitlyn.hafeman@wasbo.com.
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Texting Apps
Kik Messenger is an 
app that lets kids text for 
free. It’s fast and has no 
message limits, character 
limits, or fees if you only 
use the basic features. 
Because it’s an app, the texts won’t 
show up on the phone’s messaging 
service, and parents are not charged 
for them (beyond standard data rates).

What to know

•	 There’s some stranger danger. 
An app named OinkText, linked 
to Kik, allows communication 
with strangers who share their 
Kik usernames to find people 
to chat with. There’s also a Kik 
community blog where users can 
submit photos of themselves 
and screenshots of messages 
(sometimes displaying users’ full 
names) to contests.

•	 Kids can find friends nearby. 
Within the application, users within 
a 1-mile radius appear on other 
users’ community lists. Once a 
username is known, it is possible 
to make contact through private 
message. 

ooVoo is a free video, voice, 
and messaging app. Users 
can have group chats with 
up to 6 people for free -- 
and it’s common for kids 
to log on after school and keep it open 
while doing homework. Maybe they’re 
using it for group study sessions?

What to know

•	 You can only chat with approved 
friends. Users can only 
communicate with those on their 
approved contact lists, which 
can help ease parents’ safety 

concerns. Although there is no 
guarantee that users are making 
good decisions about the friends 
they approve.

•	 There are a lot of inappropriate 
pictures and video stills posted. 
Kids are often inundated by 
inappropriate pictures when 
searching for friends.

WhatsApp lets users send 
text messages, audio 
messages, videos, and 
photos to one or many 
people with no message 
limits or fees. This app is most like 
standard text messaging on our cell 
phones.

What to know

•	 It will access all contacts on 
device. The people in the contacts 
list who have WhatsApp appear. 
This may not be a problem, but 
it is possible to include people in 
conversations accidentally.

Micro-Blogging Apps and Sites
Instagram lets users 
snap, edit, and share 
photos and 15-second 
videos, either publicly or 
with a private network of 
followers. It unites the most popular 
features of social media sites: sharing, 
seeing, and commenting on photos. 
It also lets you apply fun filters and 
effects to your photos, making them 
look high quality and artistic.

What to know

•	 Teens are on the lookout for 
“likes.” Similar to the way they use 
Facebook, teens may measure the 
“success” of their photos -- even 
their self-worth -- by the number 
of likes or comments they receive. 
Posting a photo or video can be 
problematic if teens post it to 

validate their popularity.

•	 Public photos are the default. 
Photos and videos shared on 
Instagram are public unless 
privacy settings are adjusted. 
Hashtags and location information 
can make photos even more visible 
to communities beyond a teen’s 
followers if his or her account is 
public. 

•	 Private messaging is now an 
option. Instagram Direct allows 
users to send “private messages” 
to up to 15 mutual friends. These 
pictures don’t show up on their 
public feeds. Although there’s 
nothing wrong with group chats, 
kids may be more likely to share 
inappropriate content with their 
inner circles.

Tumblr is like a cross 
between a blog and 
Twitter: It’s a streaming 
scrapbook of text, photos, 
and/or videos and audio 
clips. Users create and 
follow short blogs, or “tumblelogs,” 
that can be seen by anyone online 
(if made public). Many teens have 
tumblelogs for personal use: sharing 
photos, videos, musings, and things 
they find funny with their friends.

What to know

•	 Porn is easy to find. This online 
hangout is hip and creative but 
sometimes raunchy. Pornographic 
images and videos and depictions 
of violence, self-harm, drug use, 
and offensive language are easily 
searchable.

•	 Privacy can be guarded but only 
through an awkward workaround. 
The first profile a member creates 
is public and viewable by anyone 
on the Internet. Members who 
desire full privacy have to create a 

What Are Kids Using Now That 
Facebook Is “Dead” To Them?
Compiled from resources found at commonsensemedia.org
Submitted on behalf of the WASBO Safety & Risk Management Committee 
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second profile, which they’re able 
to password-protect.

•	 Posts are often copied and shared. 
Reblogging on Tumblr is similar to 
re-tweeting: A post is reblogged 
from one tumblelog to another. 
Many teens like -- and, in fact, want 
-- their posts reblogged. 

Twitter is a microblogging 
site that allows users to 
post brief, 140-character 
messages -- called 
“tweets” -- and follow other 
users’ activities. It’s not only for adults; 
teens like using it to share tidbits and 
keep up with news and celebrities.

What to know

•	 Public tweets are the norm for 
teens. Though you can choose 
to keep your tweets private, 
most teens report having public 
accounts 

•	 Updates appear immediately. Even 
though you can remove tweets, 
your followers can still read what 
you wrote until it’s gone. This 
can get kids in trouble if they 
say something in the heat of the 
moment.

Vine is a social media 
app that lets users post 
and watch looping six-
second video clips. This 
Twitter-owned service 
has developed a unique community 
of people who post videos that are 
often creative, funny, and sometimes 
thought-provoking. Teens usually use 
Vine to create and share silly videos of 
themselves and/or their friends and 
families.

What to know

•	 It’s full of inappropriate videos. 
In three minutes of random 
searching, we came across a clip 
full of full-frontal male nudity, 
a woman in a fishnet shirt with 
her breasts exposed, and people 
blowing marijuana smoke into 
each other’s mouths.

•	 There are significant privacy 
concerns. The videos you post, 
the accounts you follow, and the 

comments you make on videos all 
are public by default. But you can 
adjust your settings to protect your 
posts; only followers will see them, 
and you have to approve new 
followers.

Self-Destructing/Secret Apps
Burn Note is a messaging 
app that erases messages 
after a set period of time. 
Unlike many other apps 
of this sort, it limits itself 
to text messages; users cannot send 
pictures or video. That may reduce 
issues such as sexting -- but words can 
hurt, too.

What to know

•	 It allows kids to communicate 
covertly. To discourage copying and 
taking screenshots, a spotlight-like 
system that recipients direct with a 
finger (or the mouse) only reveals a 
portion of the message at a time.

•	 It may encourage risky sharing. 
The company claims that its “Multi-
Device Deletion” system can delete 
a message from anywhere: the 
device it was sent from, the device 
it was sent to, and its own servers. 
But it’s wise to be skeptical of this 
claim.

•	 You don’t have to have the app to 
receive a Burn Note. Unlike other 
apps -- for example, Snapchat 
-- users can send a Burn Note to 
anyone, not only others who have 
the program.

Snapchat is a messaging 
app that lets users put a 
time limit on the pictures 
and videos they send 
before they disappear. 
Most teens use the app to share goofy 
or embarrassing photos without the 
risk of them going public. However, 
there are lots of opportunities to use it 
in other ways.

What to know

•	 It’s a myth that Snapchats go away 
forever. Data is data: Whenever an 
image is sent, it never truly goes 
away. (For example, the person 
on the receiving end can take a 

screenshot of the image before it 
disappears.) Snapchats can even 
be recovered. After a major hack in 
December 2013 and a settlement 
with the FTC, Snapchat has 
clarified its privacy policy, but teens 
should stay wary.

•	 It can make sexting seem OK. The 
seemingly risk-free messaging 
might encourage users to share 
pictures containing sexy images.

Whisper is a social 
“confessional” app that 
allows users to post 
whatever’s on their minds, 
paired with an image. With 
all the emotions running through teens, 
anonymous outlets give them the 
freedom to share their feelings without 
fear of judgment.

What to know

•	 Whispers are often sexual in 
nature. Some users use the app to 
try to hook up with people nearby, 
while others post “confessions” 
of desire. Lots of eye-catching 
nearly nude pics accompany these 
shared secrets.

•	 Content can be dark. People 
normally don’t confess sunshine 
and rainbows; common Whisper 
topics include insecurity, 
depression, substance abuse, and 
various lies told to employers and 
teachers.

•	 Although it’s anonymous to start, 
it may not stay that way. The app 
encourages users to exchange 
personal information in the “Meet 
Up” section.

Yik Yak is a free social-
networking app that lets 
users post brief, Twitter-
like comments to the 500 
geographically nearest Yik 
Yak users. Kids can find out opinions, 
secrets, rumors, and more. Plus, they’ll 
get the bonus thrill of knowing all these 
have come from a 1.5-mile radius 
(maybe even from the kids at the desks 
in front of them!).  

Continued on next page
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What to know

•	 It reveals your location. By default, 
your exact location is shown unless 
you toggle location-sharing off. 
Each time you open the app, GPS 
updates your location.

•	 It’s a mixed bag of trouble. This 
app has it all: cyberbullying, 
explicit sexual content, unintended 
location-sharing, and exposure to 
explicit information about drugs 
and alcohol.

•	 Some schools have banned 
access. Some teens have used 
the app to threaten others, 
causing school lockdowns and 
more. Its gossipy and sometimes 
cruel nature can be toxic to a 
high school environment, so 
administrators are cracking down.

Chatting, Meeting, Dating Apps 
and Sites
MeetMe “Chat and Meet 
New People,” says it all. 
Although not marketed 
as a dating app, MeetMe 
does have a “Match” 
feature whereby users can “secretly 
admire” others, and its large user base 
means fast-paced communication and 
guaranteed attention.

•	  It’s an open network. Users can 
chat with whomever is online, as 
well as search locally, opening the 
door for potential trouble.

•	 Lots of details are required. First 
and last name, age, and ZIP code 
are requested at registration, or 
you can log in using a Facebook 
account. The app also asks 
permission to use location services 
on teens’ mobile devices, meaning 
they can find the closest matches 
wherever they go.

Omegle  is a chat site 
(and app) that puts two 
strangers together in their 
choice of a text chat or 
video chat room. Being 
anonymous can be very attractive to 
teens, and Omegle provides a no-fuss 
opportunity to make connections. Its 
“interest boxes” also let users filter 
potential chat partners by shared 
interests.

What to know

•	 Users get paired up with strangers. 
That’s the whole premise of the 
app and there’s no registration 
required.

•	 This is not an app for kids and 
teens. Omegle is filled with people 
searching for sexual chat. Some 
prefer to do so live. Others offer 
links to porn sites.

•	 Language is a big issue. Since the 
chats are anonymous, they’re often 
much more explicit than those with 
an identifiable user might be.

Skout is a flirting app 
that allows users to sign 
up as teens or adults. 
They’re then placed in 
the appropriate peer 
group, where they can post to a 
feed, comment on others’ posts, 
add pictures, and chat. They’ll get 
notifications when other users near 
their geographic area join, and they 
can search other areas by cashing in 
points. They receive notifications when 
someone “checks” them out but must 
pay points to see who it is.

What to know

•	 Skout is actually OK for teens if 
used appropriately. If your teens 
are going to use a dating app, 
Skout is probably the safest 
choice, if only because it has a 
teens-only section that seems to 
be moderated reasonably well.

•	 There’s no age verification. This 
makes it easy for a teen to say 

she’s older than 18 and an adult to 
say she’s younger.

Tinder is a photo and 
messaging dating app 
for browsing pictures of 
potential matches within 
a certain-mile radius of 
the user’s location. It’s very popular 
with 20-somethings as a way to meet 
new people for casual or long-term 
relationships. There is a gay and 
lesbian version called Grindr.

What to know

•	 It’s all about swipes. You swipe 
right to “like” a photo or left to 
“pass.” If a person whose photo 
you “liked” swipes “like” on your 
photo, too, the app allows you to 
message each other. Meeting up 
(and possibly hooking up) is pretty 
much the goal.

•	 It’s location-based. Geolocation 
means it’s possible for teens to 
meet up with nearby people, which 
can be very dangerous. v

Continued from previous page
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MAKING THE GRADE

HEMLOCK CREEK
ELEMENTARY ADDITION

An equal opportunity, af�rmative action employer.

“What a joy to see the �awless execution of the timelines, communciation with 
subcontractors and the unending e�orts by your sta� to guarantee the success 
of this project for our school district.”

John Zegers
Superintendent

Service Affiliate 
Checklist
Your contact for sponsorship, 
advertising, and newsletter 
submissions is Áine Calgaro, 
aine.calgaro@wasbo.com.

• Sponsorship Opportunities:
• Facilities Management 

Conference
• Transportation & Bus Safety 

Conference
• Accounting Conference

• Taking Care of Business 
articles due March 15 for April 
issue.

• Advertise in Taking Care of 
Business.

• Call for Presentations due 
March 31 (see page 43).

• Update your profile and 
communication preferences at 
WASBO.com.

• Join a WASBO Committee.
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Do you own and operate your 
own fleet of buses or do you 
contract out your transportation 

service? Do you want to learn more 
about transportation related topics 
and network with colleagues? The 
WASBO Transportation and Bus Safety 
Conference will have something for you. 

Join colleagues for a day of professional 
development on Wednesday, March 9 
at the Kalahari Resort & Conference 
Center in Wisconsin Dells. The WASBO 
Transportation Committee has a full 
day scheduled with sessions covering a 
broad spectrum of transportation topics. 

Has your district ever encountered a 
traffic and child safety issue around 
your schools? Come learn how the 
Sun Prairie Police Department, 
Public Works, School District and Bus 

Company came together to create and 
implement an innovative traffic safety 
solution. 

We all know that the beginning of the 
school year can be quite challenging. 
Experienced transportation directors 
and contractors will share start-up 
strategies and best practices. 

Transportation contracts often 
constitute one of the largest vendor 
contracts in dollar value of any of 
the vendor contracts managed by 
school officials. Come hear how to 
successfully negotiate transportation 
contracts. 

Whether you own your fleet or contract 
out, many are experiencing driver 
shortages. Learn how others are 
recruiting and retaining drivers. 

The Wisconsin DPI will 
present on multiple topics including 
homeless transportation, PI-1547 
transportation reporting, and 1202 
reporting requirements for contracted 
employees. The conference will wrap 
up with a session on how to mitigate 
transportation risks. This session will 
discuss key student transportation risk 
management topics. Attendees will 
leave with an increased awareness of 
student transportation risks, as well 
as important resources to help their 
district manage these risks. 

Don’t miss this opportunity to learn 
and share your valuable experiences 
with others! For a complete conference 
schedule and online registration, go 
to WASBO.com/transportation or call 
608-249-8588. We look forward to 
seeing you in the Dells on March 9. v

Come to the WASBO Transportation &  
Bus Safety Conference
By Rhonda Page, Business Services Manager, Sun Prairie Area School District 
Submitted on behalf of the WASBO Transportation Committee

Rhonda Page
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weabenefits.com

Don’t leave this question unanswered.
Let Member Benefits help you stay compliant with a free  
403(b) plan review. Call Kelly for an on-site appointment.

“You don’t need to be the compliance expert—that’s what we’re here for.”
Kelly Behnke
Retirement and Investment Services Consultant
1-800-279-4030, Ext. 6636 Ask for our free “Top 10 list”  

on the most common 403(b) plan 
audit errors when you call!

Would you pass an  
IRS audit of your  
403(b) plan?

RFP vs RFQ - Selecting a  
Performance Contractor
By Nicholas Alioto, CSRM, Independent Educational Consultant

In many states, school districts 
enjoy great latitude in establishing 
their own purchasing practices.  

Some districts engage in formal RFP 
(Request for Proposal) processes and 
others in more informal selection 
processes known as RFQs (Request 
for Qualifications).  And in some states 
– within various limits, school districts 
can select any firm they want to work 
with without any formal process.

When choosing a process to select an 
Energy Savings Company (ESCO), it is 
essential to recognize that pricing and 
solution quality varies from firm to firm. 
Different solutions can yield energy 
and operational savings but with 
different levels of quality and useful 
life. Further, some ESCOs build over 
50% mark-up into their projects while 
others have mark-ups as low as 

15%. These nuanced variations can 
significantly increase a project’s costs, 
so it’s important to understand the 
different methods of selection.

The Request for Proposals
The RFP process solicits qualifications-
based information as well as pricing 
information. This process starts with 
selection of an ESCO or engineering 
firm to perform a facility study report 
that identifies potential projects 
(scope), solutions, costs and savings. 
The district includes the scope in a 
RFP and asks potential providers to 
propose their own solutions, costs and 
savings to the identified scope.

School districts should require 
responses from prospective ESCOs 
that reveal underlying margins, labor, 
materials and sub-contractor mark-

ups and transparency 
in all design, sub-contractor selection 
and pricing matters. These are things 
that many districts already ask for 
from general contractors in traditional 
project delivery.

School districts should include 
language requiring that final Board 
approval is subject to agreement 
on contractual language and even 
including some terms and conditions 
in the RFP.  There are instances 
where Board approval was made 
and significant limiting language was 
proposed by the ESCO during the 
contract negotiations – resulting in 
higher district legal costs. This process 
results in the district receiving a variety 
of potential solutions and being able to 
compare costs.

Nick Alioto
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The Request for Qualifications
The RFQ option recommended to 
school districts by a number of ESCO 
firms is basically an interview process 
where a selection is made based on 
experience and references. An RFQ 
usually outlines the general scope of 
work that will be sought and requests 
that respondents submit a statement 
of qualifications demonstrating 
relevant experience performing such 
work. RFQs do not typically request 
pricing information as there is no 
specific scope identified. Districts enter 
into an agreement that the firm will 
prepare a study and project list and 
the district says yes or no to the prices 
proposed without doing any price 
checking.

It is uncertain as to how this process 
meets the requirement of many 
districts purchasing standards and/or 
rules and policies that bids or sealed 
proposals be sought on projects 
of this size.  More contractors will 
respond to an RFQ as they generally 
require a significantly smaller resource 
investment to prepare.

Beware the Project Development 
Agreement
A number of ESCOs request that the 
district sign a project development 
agreement or letter of understanding. 
These documents generally state that 
the provider will prepare a facility study 
and that the costs will either be free 
or be rolled into the project. Frequently 
there is also language that states if no 
project is completed the district will pay 
a substantial break-up fee for the study 
(from tens of thousands to hundreds of 
thousands of dollars). There are firms 
that do not charge any fee for a study 
even if the district elects not to pursue 
a project. As always, districts should 
be very careful when signing such 
documents.

Here are some common arguments from firms encouraging an RFQ process and 
their potential solutions:

ARGUMENT SOLUTION / RESPONSE
It is too expensive or 
time intensive for a firm 
to develop a design and 
bid out pricing without a 
firm commitment from 
the school district.

Design drawings and pricing are a requirement in 
most states. If the school district wants to pursue 
the RFQ process, request all pricing margins and 
qualifications in the RFQ. Then narrow it to two 
firms that will then compete on firm pricing.

Using an RFQ process 
allows the school district 
to pick “the best fit” and 
not end up with a low bid 
but bad company.

The school district may develop criteria beyond 
pricing such as Qualifications, Experience and 
References.  In fact, most RFP’s do just that, 
as pricing becomes just one component in the 
selection criteria.

The school district will 
not be able to select its 
preferred equipment 
suppliers or contractors.

The school district has only to make it clear which 
vendors they prefer during the RFP process.  Firms 
submitting responses will be motivated to include 
those companies.  Many firms provide multiple 
sub-contractor and equipment pricing and seek the 
school district’s input in the final selection.

An RFQ can include 
proposed pricing 
discounts to determine 
project costs.

Pricing structures and discounts are different for 
every ESCO. The only way to determine the actual 
cost and best value is to receive firm pricing for the 
project.

An RFP requiring pricing 
will reduce competition 
because fewer firms will 
submit proposals.

It is likely that only firms that can be competitive 
or that can offer exceptional quality/value will 
respond. Additionally, multiple responses to an RFQ 
does not ensure competitive or fair pricing.

A well-informed customer will have the greatest chance for a successful project. 
Understanding the key differences between RFPs and RFQs can protect school 
districts from expensive change orders and a lack of transparency from your 
performance contractor. v
If you have questions about this article, you can contact Nick at nick@pbcg.biz.

Service Affiliates:  
Is Your Company Missing from this Issue?
If you aren’t advertising in Taking Care of Business, you’re missing an 
opportunity to reach over 1,200 WASBO members, including individuals in 
virtually every Wisconsin K-12 school district.

Past issues of the newsletter are archived at WASBO.com/newsletter for 
continuous exposure.

For rates, more information, and an ad contract, email Áine Calgaro at  
aine.calgaro@wasbo.com today.
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Mark Your Calendar to Attend WASBO Professional Development! 
Register at WASBO.com

Accounting Conference

March 16-17, 2016
Marriott Madison West

Middleton

Register Today!
WASBO.com/accounting

WISCONSIN

Sponsorship Opportunties for each conference at WASBO.com

Register at 
WASBO.com/transportation

Transportation & 
Bus Safety Conference

March 9, 2016
Kalahari • Wisconsin Dells

WISCONSIN

Who Should Attend?
Transporation Directors, 
Contractors, 
Business Managers, 
District Administrators

Facilities Management Conference

Who Should Attend?
Facilities and Maintenance Directors, Safety 

Directors, Business Managers, District 
Administrators

March 8-9, 2016
Kalahari • Wisconsin Dells

WISCONSIN

Register at 
WASBO.com/ 

facilities

Who Should Attend?
Business Managers, Directors of Finance, 

Bookkeepers, Accountants, District 
Administrators, Human Resources

Questions? We have answers!

Spring Conference
School Spirit! Celebrate Education

May 26-27, 2016
Kalahari • Wisconsin Dells

Scholarship Golf & Bike Fundraisers May 25

Exhibitor registration now open
Attendee registration coming soon! 

WASBO.com/spring
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Be on the lookout for Focus on 
Energy at the next WASBO 
conference. Instead of locating 

our booth in the vendor/exhibit hall 
as we have in years past, the Focus 
on Energy Agriculture, Schools and 
Government (AgSG) booth will now be 
located in the Resource Area alongside 
other trusted school partners such as 
the Department of Public Instruction. 

Why the move? Focus on Energy 
wants to emphasize the fact we are 
a partner and service entity to school 
districts and not a vendor trying to 
“sell” something. In fact, the opposite 
is true. There is no charge for any 
services Focus on Energy offers to 
schools. Focus on Energy provides third 
party unbiased advice and incentives, 
in other words, expertise and money. 
School districts who have taken 
advantage of the program in the past 
year with phenomenal success include: 

• Racine Unified School District—Over 
$192,500 of incentives received!

• Kenosha Unified School District—
Over $180,000 of incentives 
received!

Other Districts that each received more 
than $50,000 in Focus on Energy 
incentives in CY 2015 include: Chilton 
SD, Columbus SD, Gillett SD, Kickapoo 
SD, Menasha Joint SD, Menomonie 

Area SD, Milwaukee Public Schools, 
and Nekoosa SD.

Focus on Energy is truly vendor-neutral 
and as well as technology-neutral, and 
supports all energy efficient products 
that meet program requirements. Our 
location in the vendor/exhibit hall may 
have led to a common misperception 
that Focus on Energy is trying to sell 
something.

Focus on Energy is also sponsoring 
WASBO’s Year of Success Program, 
a six-conference program offering 
new school business staff members 
(administrators, business managers, 
bookkeepers) the tools they need to 
succeed throughout their first school 
business year. This opportunity will 
allows Focus on Energy to reach new 
school professionals at the beginning 
of their careers and give them access 
to Focus on Energy advisors and 
incentives. 

Stop by Focus on Energy’s new booth 
space in the Resource Area and meet 
with our team of dedicated Energy 
Advisors. They will be available to 
answer questions on applications, 
program eligibility, and will provide 
unbiased information to improve the 
efficiency of your facility. Don’t see your 
Energy Advisor? The team will forward 
your questions on to your local Energy 
Advisor to ensure feedback is 

delivered in timely manner. To find 
the Energy Advisor in your area, visit 
focusonenergy.com/agsgEA. Focus 
on your school while we focus on 
your energy. If you have additional 
questions, please call Focus on Energy 
at 888.947.7828. v

About Focus on Energy 
Focus on Energy is Wisconsin utilities’ 
statewide energy efficiency and 
renewable resource program funded 
by the state’s investor-owned energy 
utilities and participating municipal 
and electric cooperative utilities. 
Focus on Energy works with eligible 
Wisconsin residents and businesses to 
install cost-effective energy efficiency 
and renewable energy projects. Focus 
on Energy information, resources, and 
financial incentives help to implement 
projects that otherwise would not be 
completed. Its efforts help Wisconsin 
residents and businesses manage 
rising energy costs, promote in-state 
economic development, protect 
protect our environment, and control 
Wisconsin’s growing demand for 
electricity and natural gas. For more 
information, call 800.762.7077 or visit 
focusonenergy.com.

Focus on Energy Helping Wisconsin School Districts

Wisconsin Safe and Healthy 
Schools (WiSH) Center is 
offering school safety training 

opportunities, as well as the ability 
to have school security assessments 
subsidized through resources available 
through our Emergency Management 
Operations grant from the US 
Department of Education. 

Readiness and Emergency 
Management for K-12 Schools
Two regional workshops will be held 
in March to help schools develop high 
quality emergency operation plans. 

Topics include Developing Emergency 
Operations Plans K-12, Breakout 
Sessions: Avoid Deny Defend, Safety with 
Social Media, Emergency Planning for 
Sporting Events (WI Dells), Overview of 
Restorative Practices (Eau Claire).

• March 1, Wintergreen Resort, WI Dells
• March 3, Metropolis Resort, Eau 

Claire

For more details and online registration, 
visit the WiSH calendar of events at www.
wishschools.org/training.

Security Assessments Available 
at Reduced Cost for 2015-2016
This program is provided by the DPI 
federal Wisconsin School Emergency 
Management Grant in collaboration 
with the WI School Safety Coordinators 
Association (WSSCA).

DPI Emergency Management Grant 
funds are available to offset the cost 
of School Security Assessments from 
WSSCA.

In the aftermath of the Sandy Hook 
shooting (Newtown, CT) in December 

School Emergency Management Training Available

Continued on page 31
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In January, the Federal Reserve 
raised short-term interest rates for 
the first time since the financial 

crisis, a decision it described as a 
vote of confidence in the American 
economy, even as much as the rest of 
the world struggles. 

The widely anticipated announcement 
signals the beginning of the end for the 
central bank’s stimulus program. Fed 
officials emphasized that they intended 
to raise rates gradually, and only if 
economic growth continues. Short-term 
rates will rise by about one percentage 
point a year for the next three years, 
Fed officials predicted.

The rate hike is a small one, but it 
affects millions of Americans, including 
investors, home buyers, and our 
clients. So what does all of this mean 
for you and your organization? This 
raises hopes that depositors will start 
earning real money on their deposits. 
Unfortunately for diligent savers and 
our clients, higher rates set by Fed 
Chair Janet Yellen won’t automatically 
mean higher rates at the bank around 
the corner or at The American Deposit 
Management Co. Americans could be 

stuck earning pennies on their savings 
well into 2016, even as banks charge 
borrowers more. 

After a rate increase, banks are usually 
quick to raise rates on mortgages, 
home equity loans and credit cards. It’s 
the savings accounts and certificates 
of deposits that can take forever to 
adjust, a 2013 Fed study found. Banks 
wait an average of 8 months to boost 
savings account rates after a Fed rate 
increase; and most raise rates just a 
fraction of the Fed’s total increase. 

Banks act this way for a reason: The 
wider the spread between what they 
charge borrowers and what they 
pay savers, the more money they 
make. Many are already swimming in 
deposits, far more than they know what 
to do with. Since the end of 2008, 
Barclay’s money-market strategist 
Joseph Abate estimates that almost 
$2.7 trillion has flowed into U. S. bank 
deposits, a 36% increase. Meanwhile, 
bank lending is only up 6%. New 
regulations could eventually nudge 
banks to raise rates. Retail deposits 
(non-public entity, non-commercial) are 
especially valuable for meeting new 

bank capital requirements. 

Currently, the biggest 
U.S. banks pay as little as 
0.01% per year to their 
savings account customers. At that 
rate, through the magic of compound 
interest their deposits will double 
in, oh, 7,000 years. Meanwhile, the 
average return at The American 
Deposit Management Company in 
2015 has continued to be one of the 
most competitive in the U.S.

In this rising rate environment, we 
anticipate that deposit rates at ADM 
will rise slowly, while our banks 
increase rates immediately on loans 
and lines of credit.  If your organization 
has the need for credit, we recommend 
that you lock in low interest rates 
now. If you currently have floating rate 
interest rates on personal or business 
lines of credit-or any variable rate 
financing, we also recommend a rate 
lock. This rise in rates will be gradual 
as noted above. v
If you have questions about this 
article, contact Jacob at jacob.stark@
americandeposits.com.

What Does the Fed Rate Hike Mean for Us?
By Jacob Stark, VP of Sales and Marketing, American Deposit Management

Jacob Stark

Who’s watching the size of your fund balance?

Protect your fund balance 
by saving in a Fund 73 
irrevocable trust.
Do you have retiree health insurance obligations? 
Do you offer a 403b payment at retirement? 
Fund 73 fund balance is protected in an 
irrevocable trust.

Wisconsin OPEB Trust
www.wiopeb.com
(920)236-0518

Plan Today. 
Beneet Tomorrow.

Progress is 
impossible 
without change, 
and those who 
cannot change 
their minds 
cannot change 
anything.”

~ George Bernard Shaw

“
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Highlights

WASB-WASDA-WASBO State Education Convention

The WASB-WASDA-WASBO State 
Education Convention took place 
Jan. 20-22 at the Wisconsin 

Center in Milwaukee. WASBO 
provided 13 sessions along with 
a pre-convention session on The 
School Finance Puzzle.

During WASBO’s business 
meeting on Thursday, the School 
Business Manager of the Year 
award was presented to Erik Kass 
of Elmbrook, and the New School 
Business Manager of the Year award 
was presented to Erin Wheeler of 
Middleton-Cross Plains. (See page 1 
for details.)  v

School Business Manager of the Year Erik Kass (right) is 
congratulated by WASBO President Bob Avery. The award 
was sponsored by Hutchinson, Shockey, Erley & Co.

New School Business Manager of the Year Erin 
Wheeler (right) receives her award from Linda 
Mont from Key Benefit Concepts, sponsor of the 
award.

Kenosha Tremper High School 
Choir performs during the 
Friday general session. During 
WASBO’s Spring Conference, 
the association raises funds 
to support student music 
performances at the annual 
State Education Convention.

Pre-Convention attendees learn about the 
School Finance Puzzle.

WASBO’s exhibit booth showcased 
information about professional 
development and other serivces.

2012, WSSCA’s then executive director, 
Peter Pochowski, received more 
than a dozen phone calls and emails 
from principals and superintendents 
requesting a security assessment of their 
schools from the WSSCA staff. Due to the 
unusual demand, the WSSCA Board of 
Directors created a team of assessors to 
respond. Each of the team members has 
over 15 years of experience in Wisconsin 
in school safety, law enforcement, or 
both. The team developed a 25-point 
checklist and they began assessing 
schools throughout Wisconsin. 

Thus far, 63 schools have been 
assessed. The reviews from customers 
has been very positive. 

Assessment details:

• The assessment consists of a visit 
by two experienced WSSCA school 
security assessors who will meet with 
school leaders, review the school 
crisis plan, key control program, and 
memorandums of understanding, and 
then walk through the facility. 

• The Assessment Team will 
provide verbal feedback regarding 
observations. 

• Approximate time is 4 hours. A 
complete written report will follow 
within 10 working days. 

• Handouts of vitally important 
supporting guidance/
recommendations are provided at the 
time to ensure the school has all the  

information necessary to improve its 
security posture. 

• The Assessment Team needs about 
30 minutes of time at the beginning 
AND at the end of the assessment. All 
key members of the school leadership 
are invited to accompany the 
Assessment Team and ask questions. 

The Wisconsin DPI, through an 
Emergency Management Grant, will 
reimburse a district the cost of the 
Security Assessment/s as follows:

• $1,000 for 1 building
• $1,500 for 2 buildings
• $1,750 for 3 buildings
• $2,000 for 4 building 

(Maximum Reimbursement)

Continued on page 33

School Emergency Management Training Available
Continued from page 29
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Public-sector employers face 
significant challenges unique 
to their status as government 

entities. Public-sector employers 
should prepare for another year of 
escalated regulatory and legal scrutiny. 
We have identified four areas that 
will require public-sector employers’ 
attention and planning in 2016:

FLSA Exempt Classification 
Regulatory Changes. In summer 
2015, the U.S. Department of Labor 
proposed regulatory changes that 
will result in the reclassification 
of many current salaried exempt 
employees to non-exempt and thus 
eligible for overtime under the Fair 
Labor Standards Act. The proposal 
significantly increases the threshold 
salary required to qualify as an 
exempt white collar employee from 
$455.00 per week ($23,660 per 
year) to a regularly adjusted amount 
of approximately $970.00 per week 
($50,440 per year). While DOL has 
not finalized the changes to the 
regulations, an increase in the salary 
basis (termed the “salary test”) is a 
near certainty. 

Additionally, while the proposed 
regulations did not include a change 
to the “duties test,” it is a possibility 
that the final regulations will contain 
changes to the duties tests for the 
various exemptions that further restrict 
which employment positions may 
qualify for salaried-exempt status. We 
anticipate implementation of these 
changes will occur in 2016. 

Because of the delay that resulted in 
the DOL extending the comment period 
on the proposed regulations last year, 
when the final regulations are issued, 
employers may only have a short 
time period to address compliance. 
Thus, in anticipation of these certain 
changes, public-sector employers are 
encouraged to assess and develop a 
full understanding of potential 

exposure, and develop plans to ensure 
they are immediately able to comply 
with the final regulatory changes. We 
recommend the following steps:
• Analyze existing exempt 

classifications and immediately 
identify any “fringe” exempt 
positions and potentially affected 
employees and job classifications;

• Update job descriptions to reflect 
the reality of the work environment, 
job performance, and additional 
exempt duties;

• Ensure accurate tracking of hours 
worked and paid. Accurate records 
are key to defense, but also to 
understanding whether restructuring 
the position is necessary if it can 
no longer be classified as salaried 
exempt;

• Identify and quantify the scope 
of off-duty “work” by salaried 
employees;

• Evaluate current recordkeeping 
capabilities and available options 
in anticipation of a change in the 
duties test to a new division of labor 
test that will require recordkeeping 
of duties;

• Develop a structured plan and 
the related budget for addressing 
anticipated changes to nonexempt 
classifications and positions 
and possible compensation plan 
discrepancies;

• Determine whether departments 
and positions will require 
restructuring to eliminate overtime 
exposure and develop plans for 
doing so;

• Consider “fluctuating work week” 
agreements where applicable;

• Update employer policies regarding 
overtime and exempt status to 
ensure FLSA compliance and train 
supervisors regarding compliance; 
and

• Develop the organization’s message 
to employees for anticipated 
changes.

Constitutionality of Fair Share/
Agency Shop Agreements. The U.S. 
Supreme Court will issue a decision 
this year in Friedrichs v. California 
Teachers Association. The case 
involves whether “fair share” provisions 
in public-sector collective bargaining 
agreements—requiring non-union 
employees to pay a “fair share fee” to 
cover the costs of the union’s collective 
bargaining activities—violate the First 
Amendment constitutional rights of 
freedom of association and freedom of 
speech. 

If the Supreme Court finds “fair 
share” fees are unconstitutional, 
then public-sector employees will be 
able to choose whether they wish 
to pay union dues and also can no 
longer be compelled to pay a fair 
share or agency fee required under 
a collective bargaining agreement. 
Based upon communications from 
the Supreme Court indicating that it 
may very well invalidate the fair share/
agency provisions in public-sector 
collective bargaining agreements, we 
recommend that Wisconsin public-
sector employers with police, fire, or 
transit unions develop contingency 
plans now to educate workers and 
also to immediately implement holds 
on dues deductions in the event the 
U.S. Supreme Court finds that such 
provisions are illegal to enforce.

Escalating Independent Contractor 
Status Enforcement. Since 
2011, regulatory enforcement of 
independent contractor compliance 
has been expanding on the federal 
and state level. We expect this 
trend of heightened enforcement 
of independent contractor status 
compliance to accelerate even 
further in this final year of the 

Public-Sector Employment and  
Labor Law Focus for 2016
By Kyle J. Gulya and Jill Pedigo Hall, Attorneys, Von Briesen

Kyle Gulya Jill Pedigo Hall
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Obama administration. In its 2016 
budget request to Congress, the DOL 
asked for an additional $50 million 
and 300 additional investigators 
to assist its efforts to “detect and 
deter” independent contractor 
misclassification. 

In addition, in 2015, Wisconsin 
joined 19 other states entering into 
memoranda of understanding with the 
DOL to identify misclassification. The 
DOL MOU facilitate information sharing 
among the DOL and state agencies to 
identify all types of misclassification 
of independent contractors and 
step up wage and hour enforcement 
among employers. For example, if a 
state agency finds that an employer is 
misclassifying workers as independent 
contractors for purposes of evading 
state unemployment taxes, then that 
information will be shared with the 
DOL, which then can investigate and 
determine whether the employer also 
has misclassified workers to evade 
federal wage and hour laws.

This is a problematic area not only 
because of this relatively recent 
crackdown by federal and state 
regulators, but because of the inherent 
difficulty experienced by employers in 
trying to comply with the various tests 
for independent contractor status 
under federal and state laws, the costly 
consequences of misclassification, a 
proliferation of private lawsuits on the 
issue and the potential for unionization 
of workers re-characterized from 
independent contractors to employees. 
Misclassification of workers as 
independent contractors can lead to 
the failure to withhold employment 
taxes, the failure to include workers 
on various benefits plans including 
medical coverage under the Affordable 
Care Act, the failure to complete I-9 
forms, the failure to pay unemployment 
and workers compensation insurance 
and the failure to provide required 
statutory leave such as Family and 
Medical Leave Act leave. Any such 
violations could result in significant 
penalties to the employer. Public-sector 
employers should consider auditing 
their relationships with independent 
contractors—sometimes referred to as 

consultants, per diems, contractors, 
project workers, temps, specialists—to 
ensure compliance under the various 
Wisconsin and federal law tests.

More Discrimination, Retaliation, 
and Harassment Claims. Litigation 
of discrimination, harassment, 
and retaliation claims is likely to 
increase in certain areas of the law 
that saw change or renewed Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission 
focus in 2015. While Wisconsin law 
has protected individuals against 
discrimination based upon sexual 
orientation for years, based upon 
the federal government’s 2015 
pronouncement, that treating lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgender workers 
less favorably based on sex or gender 
stereotypes is discrimination under 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, may 
influence an expansion of suits 
regarding treatment of LGBT workers. 

Additionally, claims under the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, 
and specifically regarding denial 
of reasonable accommodation, 
may increase based in part upon 
heightened awareness of employer 
accommodation responsibilities 
stemming from a 2015 U.S. Supreme 
Court decision concerning pregnancy 
accommodation. The Court ruled 

that workplace policies that deny 
accommodations to pregnant 
workers that are provided to other 
employees may violate the Pregnancy 
Discrimination Act. Together with 
anticipated increased litigation and 
enforcement on wage and hour 
classification issues, we envision 
regulatory enforcement efforts and 
related litigation of Family and Medical 
Leave Act claims. In DOL’s 2016 budget 
to Congress, the agency identified 
FMLA enforcement as a priority. 
Finally, we also envision that EEOC 
will continue to aggressively pursue 
discrimination claims via a strategy 
of trying to broaden the spectrum of 
viable claims through new and unique 
legal theories.

The best approach to viable claim 
defense and deterrence is to have 
consistent compliant policies and 
procedures in place and ensure 
supervisors are trained on the policies 
so that they make well-documented, 
legitimate, non-discriminatory 
decisions. Through proper planning 
and management of employees, 
supervisors will make sound decisions 
that support employers in successfully 
defending against these claims. v
If you have questions about this article, 
contact Kyle at kgulya@vonbriesen.com or Jill 
at jhall@vonbriesen.com.

Reimbursement is available only for the 
2015-16 school year. If you would like 
an estimate for the full cost of a Security 
Assessment before the reimbursement 
please contact Lynn Verage, lverage@
cesa9.org, (715) 453-2141.

Are you PREPaREd?
PREPaRE training helps schools improve 
and strengthen their school safety and 
crisis management plans and emergency 
response. Individuals will gain the 
knowledge and skills needed to meet 
the mental health needs of students and 
staff in the aftermath of a crisis. See 
more information at www.nasponline.
org/professional-development/prepare-
training-curriculum. Graduate credit will 

be available for a fee through Viterbo 
University. Upcoming dates:

• March 8-9, CESA #7, Green Bay
• March 10-11, CESA #5, Portage
• March 15-16, CESA #4, West Salem
• April 28-29, Adams-Friendship Area 

School District

The WiSH Center will offer a reduced 
registration rate on PREPaRE workshops 
through the end of June 2016. After that 
time, rates will increase to cover our 
costs that are currently funded by the 
DPI’s Emergency Management Grant. 
All training events are contingent on a 
minimum number of participants.

For details and online registration, visit 
the WiSH calendar of events at www.
wishschools.org/training. v

School Emergency Management Training Available
Continued from page 31
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The Department of Education’s 
Office for Civil Rights (OCR) issued 
a decision last month reaffirming 

its position that transgender students 
have rights protected by federal anti-
discrimination laws. The decision 
is at odds with two federal district 
court decisions issued earlier this 
year as well as pending legislation 
in Wisconsin. In the wake of these 
conflicting authorities, many school 
boards question whether and how to 
currently address issues of student 
transgender rights, in particular the 
use of restrooms and locker rooms. 
This FYI will briefly summarize relevant 
federal civil rights law, the decisions 
from OCR and the federal district 
courts, the proposed legislation in 
Wisconsin, and other relevant law and 
policy. In addition, this FYI will highlight 
important legal issues and provide 
several options for districts to consider 
in determining how to proceed.

RELEVANT LEGAL BACKGROUND
1. Federal Law

Title IX of the Education Amendments 
of 1972 (Title IX) prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of 
sex in any education program or 
activity operated by recipients of 
federal financial assistance. OCR 
is charged with enforcing Title IX 
and its implementing regulations. 
To remedy a violation of Title IX, 
individuals may file a complaint with 
OCR. OCR is authorized to investigate 
the complaint; negotiate a resolution 
agreement between the district and 
the individual; initiate proceedings 
to suspend, terminate, or refuse to 
grant federal funding; or refer the case 
to the United States Department of 
Justice (DOJ) for judicial proceedings. 
An aggrieved individual may also file 
a lawsuit in federal court seeking 
monetary damages, equitable relief 
(such as requiring a school to adopt 

and implement a plan to remedy the 
violations), and attorney fees under 
Title IX.

Consistent with its authority, on 
November 2, 2015, OCR issued a 
Letter of Finding to Township High 
School District 211 in Palatine, Illinois 
stating that the district was in violation 
of Title IX for discriminating against a 
transgender high school student by 
denying her access to the girls’ locker 
rooms. This marked the first time OCR 
issued a decision applying Title IX to 
transgender students. The student was 
born male but identified as a female 
and sought to use the girls’ locker 
room facilities in her school. OCR found 
that the district treated the student 
consistent with her gender identity in 
all aspects, except for access to the 
locker room. District officials called her 
by her female name and with female 
pronouns, she had access to female 
restrooms, and she participated in 
girls’ athletics. The sole dispute was 
over the district’s requirement that 
she change for gym class, athletics, 
and swimming in an isolated changing 
facility and not in the girls’ locker 
rooms. According to OCR and the 
student, the isolated facilities were not 
of equal quality, were not conveniently 
located, and served to ostracize the 
student from her classmates and 
teammates.

On December 3, 2015, OCR reached 
a resolution agreement with Township 
High School District 211 in which the 
district, without admitting liability, 
agreed to allow the student to use the 
girls’ locker room provided that she 
change in the locker room in a private 
changing station which the district 
had designated by privacy curtains. 
The district also agreed to: protect the 
privacy of its students by installing 
sufficient privacy curtains within the 
girls’ locker rooms at the high school to 
accommodate the transgender student 

and any 
other 
students who wished 
to be assured of privacy; provide a 
reasonable alternative for any student 
requesting additional privacy—beyond 
the privacy afforded by the privacy 
curtains—in the girls’ locker rooms; 
coordinate with hosts of off-campus, 
district-sponsored activities to 
arrange for the transgender student 
to be provided access to facilities for 
female students; engage a consultant 
to support and assist the district in 
implementing the agreement; establish 
a support team for the student, if 
requested, to ensure equal access 
and protection from gender-based 
discrimination; adopt and publish a 
revised notice of nondiscrimination on 
the basis of sex; and provide OCR with 
a detailed description of all gender-
based discrimination or harassment 
complaints or incidents.

OCR’s findings in Township High School 
District 211 stand in contrast to two 
federal district court decisions issued 
earlier this year. In September 2015, 
a federal district court in Virginia 
dismissed a transgender student’s 
Title IX claim. In G.G. v. Gloucester 
Cnty. Sch. Bd., No. 15-54 (E.D. Va. 
Sept. 17, 2015), the student asserted 
that the school discriminated against 
him by not allowing him to use the 
school’s bathroom that corresponded 
to his gender identity. In dismissing 
the student’s claim, the court held that 
the Title IX claim was precluded by the 
Department of Education regulations 
implementing Title IX that allow schools 
to provide separate bathroom facilities 
based on a student’s sex at birth. This 
case has been appealed to the Fourth 
Circuit Court of Appeals. Similarly, in 
Johnston v. University of Pittsburg, 
No. 3.13-213 (W.D. Pa. March 31, 
2015), a district court in Pennsylvania 
dismissed a college student’s Title IX 
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claim, finding that a policy requiring 
students to use sex-segregated 
bathrooms based on their birth sex did 
not violate Title IX.

While federal courts have declined 
to expand the term “sex” in Title IX 
to include gender identity, there is 
federal guidance on the meaning of 
the term “sex” as it is used in Title VII 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which 
prohibits employment discrimination 
on the basis of sex. In 1989, the 
United States Supreme Court held 
that “sex stereotyping” is a form of 
“sex” discrimination protected by 
Title VII. Price-Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 
490 U.S. 228 (1989). In addition, 
several federal district courts as well 
as the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, the DOJ, and President 
Obama have concluded that Title VII 
prohibits employment discrimination 
on the basis of gender identity. The 
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, which 
construes federal law applicable to 
Wisconsin employers, has not ruled on 
this issue.

2. Wisconsin’s Proposed Legislation, 
Statutes, and Policy

There are no Wisconsin or Seventh 
Circuit Court of Appeals cases 
addressing the issue of transgender 
student rights in school. However, 
Wisconsin lawmakers recently 
addressed the issue of a transgender 
student’s right to use school restrooms 
and changing rooms in 2015 Assembly 
Bill 469. This proposed legislation 
would require schools to designate 
each student restroom and changing 
room accessible by multiple students 
for the exclusive use of students of 
one sex. Sex is determined by the 
individual’s anatomy at birth. Upon 
written request from a parent, a 
school must also designate a single-
occupancy changing room and 
restroom to a student who identifies 
as a sex other than his or her sex at 
birth. The proposed law further permits 
a student or parent to file a complaint 
with the school board if the board 
does not follow the bill’s requirements, 
and requires the board to investigate 
and resolve the complaint within 
30 days. If the complaint is not 

resolved to the student’s or parent’s 
satisfaction, the student or parent 
may file a lawsuit against the board 
seeking declaratory relief (such as a 
ruling that the district’s policy violates 
the law), injunctive relief (such as 
a ruling that prohibits the district 
from implementing the policy), and 
damages, including attorney fees. The 
bill remains in the Wisconsin Assembly 
where public hearings were held on 
November 19, 2015. On December 15, 
2015, the author of the bill proposed 
an amendment that would allow 
schools to open a gender-neutral multi-
use bathroom, provided it has two or 
more stalls with floor-to-ceiling doors 
that can be locked, and floor-to-ceiling 
partitions or walls. The likelihood of 
the bill becoming law is unknown at 
this time. If the bill becomes law in 
its current form, policies that allow 
transgender students access to 
bathrooms and changing rooms for the 
gender with which they identify will be 
in violation of this state statute.

While not explicitly addressing 
transgender students, two existing 
sections of the Wisconsin Statutes may 
provide a framework for ensuring that 
transgender students are protected 
from discrimination and bullying in 
school. Section 118.13(1) prohibits 
a public school from discriminating 
against an individual because of the 
person’s sex, and requires all school 
boards to adopt nondiscrimination 
policies. The term “sex” is not defined 
in the statute or in Chapter PI 9 of 
the Wisconsin Administrative Code, 
which establishes procedures for 
compliance with section 118.13. 
However, section 9.02(5) of PI 9 does 
contain a definition of “discrimination” 
which references “any action, policy or 
practice, including bias, stereotyping 
and pupil harassment, … based, in 
whole or in part, on sex” or any of 
the other protected characteristics. 
In addition, section 9.02(14) of PI 9 
defines “stereotyping” as “attributing 
behaviors, abilities, interests, values 
and roles to a person or group of 
persons on the basis, in whole or in 
part, of their sex” or any of the other 

protected characteristics.

Section 118.46 requires all school 
boards to adopt a policy prohibiting 
bullying by students. While the statute 
itself is silent with respect to the 
contents of such a policy, the model 
policy published by the Wisconsin 
Department of Public Instruction 
pursuant to the statute specifically 
references gender identity as a 
motivating factor for bullying, along 
with other characteristics such as race, 
religion and disability.

The rights of Wisconsin’s transgender 
student athletes are also addressed in 
the Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic 
Association’s (WIAA) transgender 
participation policy. Districts that are 
members of the WIAA are required to 
follow it. This policy applies to bona 
fide transgender students and requires 
written notification from a student’s 
parents declaring that the student is 
a transgender individual. Upon receipt 
of this, the school must determine 
on which gender of team to place the 
student based upon several factors: 
school registration information; a 
written statement from the student; 
documentation from parents, friends 
and teachers affirming that the 
student has a consistent gender 
identification; verification from a 
health-care professional; and medical 
documentation of compliance with any 
required hormone therapy.

DETERMINING HOW TO 
PROCEED
While the specific legal obligations 
of school districts are unsettled, 
all school boards are faced with 
the challenge of providing a safe 
and supportive environment for all 
students, and minimizing things that 
interfere with students’ ability to 
benefit from the educational program. 
While waiting for the outcome of AB 
469 and/or additional guidance from 
courts with jurisdiction in Wisconsin, 
boards have several options for 
proceeding in light of current law.

Boards that have adopted a 
comprehensive policy. If a board has 

Continued on page 37
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Certified School Risk Managers 
Designation Series
All classes at the WI School Leadership Center, Madison  
(except March 15, 2016 at Madison Marriott West)

Fundamentals of Risk Management • Feb. 24, 2016
Handling School Risks • Feb. 25, 2016
Measuring School Risks • March 15, 2016
Funding School Risks • April 5, 2016
Administering School Risks • April 6, 2016

Online classes offered as well.
Viterbo University graduate credit available.

CSRM/CISR Update Credit — anyone may attend
School Safety from A to Z • April 7, 2016

Who should attend?
Risk managers, business managers, safety personnel, 
HR and benefits personnel, facilities managers, athletic 
directors, administrators, and anyone else working in 
school risk management.

Register at WASBO.com/riskmanagement
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already adopted a comprehensive 
policy regarding transgender students 
that is aligned with the recent OCR 
decision, the board should simply 
monitor the status of AB 469. If the 
bill becomes law in its current form, a 
policy that allows transgender students 
access to bathrooms and changing 
rooms for the gender with which they 
identify will be in violation of this 
state statute and boards may need 
to consider revising the policy at the 
board level.

Boards that have considered but 
rejected a policy.  If a board has 
considered but rejected the adoption 
of a policy with respect to transgender 
students and no transgender issues 
have arisen in the district, the 
board should watch for the Fourth 
Circuit Court of Appeals decision in 
the Gloucester case, monitor the 
Legislature’s consideration of AB469, 
comply with section 118.13 and 
PI 9 with respect to any applicable 
discrimination components, and 
comply with WIAA regulations.

Boards that have not addressed the 
issue and no issue is pending. If a 
board has not addressed transgender 
issues, and there currently are no 
such issues pending in the district, the 
board should consider conferring with 
legal counsel as to the advisability of 
developing administrative guidance 

or a formal policy. In doing so, the 
board will want to monitor AB 469; 
understand OCR’s recent decision and 
authority to investigate and enforce 
Title IX; consider existing district 
policies prohibiting discrimination, 
bullying and harassment; and consider 
how to address issues that may arise 
with respect to facility use, curriculum, 
confidentiality, and school records.

Boards that have not addressed the 
issue and an issue is pending. If a 
board has not addressed transgender 
issues and is confronted with an issue 
presented by a transgender student, 
the board should either: (1) Follow an 
established practice if one exists or 
implement a practice specific to the 
individual student; or (2) If the issue 
cannot be resolved with respect to 
the individual student, confer with 
legal counsel in addressing the matter 
through administrative guidance 
or formal policy keeping in mind 
the status of AB 469; OCR’s recent 
decision and authority to investigate 
and enforce Title IX; existing district 
policies prohibiting discrimination, 
bullying and harassment; and 
issues with respect to facility use, 
curriculum, confidentiality, and school 
records. The development of a policy 
or administrative guidance should 
be completed by the board and 
implemented by the administration.

In addition to the above, if a board 

wants solely to protect transgender 
students from being bullied in 
school, the board could revise its 
policy prohibiting bullying to include 
bullying on the basis of gender 
identity. Under any scenario above, 
districts that use policies drafted by 
other organizations should review 
their policies to determine if these 
issues have been addressed therein. 
In particular, districts should review 
their nondiscrimination policies to 
determine whether they have included 
gender identity as a protected 
characteristic.

CONCLUSION
Additional guidance on the issue of 
transgender rights in school may be 
slow to come from state and federal 
authorities. In the meantime, school 
boards may proceed in different ways 
but all are advised to be aware of 
the potential issues that may arise 
with respect to transgender students, 
determine whether existing district 
policies address these issues, monitor 
state and federal law, and understand 
the potential legal ramifications that 
could arise should a dispute occur 
regarding transgender rights. v
Inquiries about the article can be made 
to JoAnn at (608) 286-7162 (jhart@
boardmanclark.com) or Tess at (608) 
283-1798 (tobrien@boardmanclark.com). 
Reprinted with the permission of Boardman & 
Clark LLP.
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The Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission 
(WERC) Confirms .12% CPI for Bargaining Agreements 
Beginning July 1, 2016
By Michelle Moe, Paralegal, Boardman & Clark LLP

The WERC’s website now includes the most recent 
CPI calculation, 0.12%. On a starting base wage of 
$35,000 the CPI increase is $42 ($35,000 x .0012).

Consumer Price Index Calculation Chart (updated last 
on 01-21-16)

The Wisconsin Department of Revenue (DOR) 
has advised the Wisconsin Employment Relations 
Commission (WERC) that the CPI-U increase 
applicable to one year collective bargaining 

agreements with a term beginning on 
the following dates is as noted in the 
corresponding column in the chart below. v

Beginning date of one-year 
collective bargaining agreement

Applicable CPI-U as determined 
by WI Dept. of Revenue

July 1, 2016 0.12%

Inquiries about the article can be made to Michelle at (608) 286-
7211 (mmoe@boardmanclark.com). Reprinted with the permission of 
Boardman & Clark LLP.

Michelle Moe
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On December 28, 2015 the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
issued Notice 2016-4, which 

extends the deadlines for employers to 
file health insurance coverage returns 
with the IRS and furnish employees 
with those returns, as required under 
the Affordable Care Act (ACA). The 
new deadlines, which apply only for 
purposes of filings for the 2015 tax 
year, are as follows (see below for 
additional background on the reporting 
requirements):

• The new deadline for furnishing 
Forms 1095-B and 1095-C to 
employees is March 31, 2016 
(extended from February 1, 2016).

• The new deadline for filing Forms 
1094-B, 1095-B, 1094-C, and 
1095-C with the IRS, if not filing 
electronically, is May 31, 2016 
(extended from February 29, 
2016). If filing electronically, the 
deadline to file those forms with 
the IRS is June 30, 2016 (extended 
from March 31, 2016).

The notice states that the IRS is able to 
accept the forms beginning in January 

2016, even though the deadlines have 
been extended. The IRS will not grant 
automatic or permissive extensions 
of time for filing these returns beyond 
the extended deadlines granted by the 
notice.

Employers that do not comply with 
these new deadlines will be subject to 
penalties but are encouraged to file as 
soon as possible after the deadline, as 
the IRS will take this into account when 
determining whether to abate penalties 
for reasonable cause. However, it is 
much better for employers to comply 
with the extended deadlines.

According to the Notice, individuals 
who file their income tax returns 
before receiving their Form 1095-
B or Form 1095-C can rely upon 
“other information” received from 
their coverage providers about their 
coverage for purposes of filing their 
returns and need not amend their 
returns once they receive the form.

Background on the Reporting 
Requirements
The ACA requires every applicable 
large employer (“ALE”) to file Forms 
1094-C and 1095-C with the IRS and 
provide a completed Form 1095-C to 
full-time employees in accordance with 
Section 6056 of the Internal Revenue 
Code. (An employer will be considered 
an ALE if it had 50 or more full-time 
employees on business days during 
the preceding calendar year. There are 
detailed regulations that address the 
determination of ALE status, which 
are beyond the scope of this article.) 
These requirements apply to all ALEs 
regardless of whether they offer 

self-insured plans or insured plans. 
However, applicable large employers 
who sponsor insured health plans 
should not complete Part III of Form 
1095-C, as the insurance provider will 
provide this information to employees. 
Applicable large employers with self-
insured health plans must complete 
Form 1095-C in its entirety. Form 
1095-C must be filed with the IRS and 
distributed to each full-time employee 
regardless of whether the employee 
participated in an employer sponsored 
health plan, and the form must be filed 
with the IRS and distributed to any non-
full-time employee who enrolled in the 
employer’s self-insured health plan.

Small employers (non-ALEs) that 
provide minimum essential health 
insurance coverage must report 
coverage information for 2015 to the 
IRS using Forms 1094-B and 1095-
B and must furnish employees with 
a statement of coverage using Form 
1095-B. However, small employers 
that sponsor an insured health plan 
by purchasing insurance directly from 
a health insurer are not responsible 
for filing these forms or furnishing 
them to employees, as the insurer 
is responsible for completing these 
requirements. v
Inquiries about the article can be made 
to JoAnn at (608) 286-7162 (jhart@
boardmanclark.com), David at (608) 7235 
(dweller@boadmanclark.com) or Andrew at 
(608) 283-1734 (adeclercq@boardmanclark.
com). Reprinted with the permission of 
Boardman & Clark LLP.

Affordable Care Act IRS Filing 
Deadline Extended for Forms  
1094-B, 1095-B, 1094-C and 1095-C
By JoAnn Hart, David Weller and Andrew DeClercq, Attorneys,  
Boardman & Clark LLP JoAnn Hart David Weller Andrew DeClercq

Change is the 
law of life . And 
those who look 
only to the past 
or present are 
certain to miss 
the future .

~ John F. Kennedy

“
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WE TAKE ALL THE HEAT

Ready to upgrade that ancient boiler? The experts at PBBS are on your side. We’ll assist in engineering your boiler room to meet exact 
specifications, properly size Cleaver-Brooks equipment, and help you choose a qualified contractor for installation. After PBBS commissions the 

boiler to maximize efficiency, we’ll provide parts, service, and repairs for the life of your equipment. 

M i l waukee   |   Mad i son   |   G r een  Bay   |   Tw in  C i t i e s   |   S t e vens  Po i n t   |   Fa rgo

Your source for everything Cleaver-Brooks. 
Contact PBBS today at 800.236.9620.

pbbs.com

PBBS is your single-source Cleaver-Brooks provider for any boiler room needs. 
We’re ready to make your life easier--throughout the life of your boiler.
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The Candidate — What it Takes to 
Win and Hold the White House
Authored by Samuel L. Popkin
Review by Orvin R. Clark, EdD, RSBA, Retired

Orvin R. Clark,  
EdD, RSBA

Book Review

The Candidate — What It Takes To 
Win and Hold the White House 
was written by Samuel L. Popkin 

prior to the 2012 election. Dr. Samuel 
L. Popkin is Professor of Political 
Science at the University of California, 
San Diego. He served as a consultant 
to the Carter, McGovern, Clinton 
(1992) and Gore campaigns on polling 
and strategy, and to the CBS News 
election units from 1983 to 1990 
on survey design and analysis. He 
served also as consultant to political 
parties in Canada, Europe and to the 
Departments of State and Defense. 
Samuel is a 1959 Graduate of 
Superior Central High School Superior, 
Wisconsin.

The Candidate -What It Takes To Win 
and Hold The White House is 275 
pages in length and is based upon 
the last 60 years of presidential 
campaigns. Dr. Popkin tells us why so 
many candidates fail, why incumbency 
can be as much of a burden as a 
blessing, and why the presidency is 
often won or lost behind the scenes. 
He states that the road to the White 
House is littered with geniuses of 
campaigns past. 

He looks in particular at three 
campaigns—George H.W. Bush’s 
muddled campaign for reelection in 
1992, Al Gore’s flawed campaign for 
the presidency in 2000 and Hillary 
Clinton’s mismanaged effort to win the 
nomination in 2008 and uncovers the 
lessons that Ronald Reagan can teach 
future candidates about teamwork. 

The book is so overloaded with 
anecdotes that it is sort of difficult 
to follow even when the material is 
interesting — it can be distracting. 

However a 
most notable 
anecdote 
must be 
highlighted 
to 
demonstrate 
such side 
issues. 
Dr. Popkin 
stated “that 
for years 
I’ve gotten 
Limbaugh 
fans angry 
when I tell them that as soon as Bush 
invited Limbaugh over to the White 
House to sleep in the Lincoln bedroom 
Limbaugh changed and became 
the quintessential party man — and 
his power grew from there.” Rush 
Limbaugh became a full-fledged Bush 
supporter from then on, welcoming 
Bush and Quayle on his radio show 
that fall. 

Therefore, three case studies will 
focus on the main problems in each 
campaign. 

President George H.W. Bush (1992) 
was the recipient of Time magazine’s 
Person of the Year Award (individual 
who made the biggest impact  — for 
better or worse — on the year’s events). 
Time magazine’s article stated “for 
better he guided foreign policy with 
resoluteness and mastery, and for 
worse due to the baffling, ludicrous 
and truly embarrassing manner in 
which he managed domestic policy-
particularly taxes.” His “Read My Lips: 
No New Taxes” pledge was considered 
by his friends and advisors to be a pact 
with the devil. Bush suffered from a 
disconnect typical of incumbents: His 

White House staff balked at yielding 
anything to his campaign team. Bush’s 
chief of staff, John Sununu, former 
New Hampshire’s governor, was 
arrogant and dismissive, self-appointed 
“deputy president.” He controlled 
access to the President in order to 
enforce his own opinions, freezing out 
Bush’s pollster and others when they 
disagreed.

Al Gore in 2000, the successor, the 
country had enjoyed years of peace 
and prosperity. But voters are skeptical 
of vice presidents who claim credit for 
a president’s accomplishments. “He 
faced George W. Bush, who promised, 
like all challengers, to partisan rancor. 
If Gore couldn’t get credit for the peace 
and prosperity, then what could he say 
about his last eight years that made 
him the right change instead of Bush.” 

Gore resented Bill Clinton for his 
infidelities and impeachment but 
didn’t differentiate himself from his 
predecessor since he was still serving 
the administration as vice president. 
He had a puzzle he couldn’t solve. With 
his lagging campaign he would make 
snap decisions without warning. 

Hillary Clinton was a challenger 
who mistakenly ran as a kind of 
incumbent. “She campaigned as if she 
was a leader in exile.” She entrusted 
both polling and strategy to a single 
advisor, Mark Penn, who devised the 
“shock and awe” campaign based on 
inevitability; Clinton’s endorsements, 
her fund-raising prowess and her 
experience in the Senate. Penn 
defended inevitability, restricting 
access to his poll findings so that other 
aides couldn’t second-guess him. 
The infighting in her organization also 
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made it difficult to alter strategy, since 
any changes meant surrendering turf. 
This inflexibility doomed her campaign.

Dr. Popkin stated “that a key factor is 
a campaign’s organization capability 
to respond properly and swiftly when 
change is necessary. Winning could 
hinge on one quality: adaptability.” 
Further, Popkin states “the team 
surrounding the presidential candidate 
is the most important variable in 
determining success. The single most 
important part of a successful team is 
a chief of staff strong effort to be an 
honest broker.”

Dr. Samuel Popkin’s book offers a 
structural analysis of all types of 
candidates (challengers, incumbents 
and successors) and is a must read for 
people who will find it an enlightening 
source for understanding the world 
of high powered politics and that 
organization matters. v
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Payment Solutions for Schools! 
Online Lunch and  
Other Payments 

 
Mobile/Text Pay 

In-Person Credit or  
Debit Card 

 
e-Check and Cash 

 
www.efundsforschools.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                   PCI Compliant 
        
                          Free to the School 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        Products & 

 Online Payments 
 Cash Tracker 
 Check Processing 
 Sports Pass 
 Mobile Pay 
 Tuition Payments 
 School Store 

      Solutions 

 Cost Control 
 Full Compliance 
 Risk Management 
 Single Source 

Solution 
 Increase Fund 

Raising 

 Services 

 Summer School 
 Fall Registration 
 Textbook Rental 
 Activity Registration 
 Mobile Pay 
 In-Person Credit Card 

Payments 

For More information: 
Contact Richard Waelti 
Phone: 262-377-8306  
rwaelti@mvpbanking.com 
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Welcome New Members • December 2015 - January 2016 

Keep us Posted!
Retiring? Contact WASBO before you leave so we can 
update your member type to retired and get your new 
contact information. Email Kristin Hauser at kristin.hauser@
wasbo.com. If you are interested in being added to our 
interim list, send an email to Woody Wiedenhoeft at woody.
wiedenhoeft@wasbo.com.

Changing Districts? Be sure to update your profile at 
WASBO.com so you don’t miss any communications. Call 
608.249.8588 if you need help. v

District Professional Members
• Ramsey Bobzin, Director of Maintenance, Rio Community 

School District
• Bradley Carriveau, Transportation Manager, Stevens 

Point Area Public School District
• Jason Caswell, Facility Manager, Northern Ozaukee 

School District
• Brad Felckowski, Head Custodian, St. James Lutheran 

Church
• Marc Fink, Director of Transportation, Oregon School 

District
• Dan Giles, Director of Buildings & Grounds, Pittsville 

School District
• Tyler Jedlicka, Williams Bay School District
• Laura Lessard, Finance Director, Siren School District
• Jeff Mara, Business Official, Wauzeka-Steuben School 

District
• Erik Olson, Assistant Superintendent - Operations & 

Continuous Improvement, Sun Prairie Area School District
• Tim Pawzun, Custodial Shift Supervisor, Racine Unified 

School District
• Laura Perozzo, Project Manager, Racine Unified School 

District
• Mark Roberts, Building/Grounds/Transportation 

Supervisor, Melrose-Mindoro School District
• Nina Robinette, Administrative Manager, Sevastopol 

School District
• Arthur Strickland, Director of Facilities and Engineering, 

Indian Community School, Inc.
• Steve Valentine, Lead Maintenance Tech, Palmyra-Eagle 

Area School District
• Paul Vogel, Building Maintenance 2, Jefferson County

Service Affiliate Members
• Becky Backhaus, Creative Director, JP Cullen
• David Boldt, Structural Engineer, R.A. Smith National, Inc.
• Travis Bushey, Project Manager, J. F. Ahern Co.
• Michael Cantu, Sales Executive, SimplexGrinnell
• Kevin Garrow, Vice President-Commercial Banker, JP 

Morgan

• Donna Hayes, Marketing, Fahrner Asphalt Sealers, LLC
• Brandon Heck, Salient Systems
• Joe Hoffman, Sales Representative, Donald A. Loss 

Associates 
• Andrea Janke, Business Development Director, A’viands 

Food and Services Management
• Stephen Kornacki, WI Representative, Safe Step
• Amber Lawrence, Business Developer, Dirty Ducts 

Cleaning, Environmental & Insulation, Inc
• Fern Shackelford, Regional Vice President, VOYA 

Financial
• Greg Wolfe, Business Development Specialist, Envirox

Student Members
• Tami Carlson, Graduate Student - UW-Whitewater

Member Moves and 
Retirements 
On the Move

• Keith Brightman, from Ehlers, to Director of Finance 
and Operations, Menomonee Falls SD

• Chris Dupré, Operation Supervisor, Racine Unified SD, 
to Director of Buildings & Grounds, Manitowoc Public 
SD

• Jeff Gross, from Director of Finance and Operations, 
SD of Menomonee Falls, to Chief Financial Officer, 
Kettle Moraine SD

• Monika Knapp, from Accounting Supervisor, Neenah 
Joint SD, to Director of Business Services, Winneconne 
Community SD

• Karen Moore, from Director of Business Services, 
Winneconne Community SD, to Business Manager, 
Little Chute Area SD

• Ryan Mundt, from Assistant Buildings and Grounds 
Supervisor, Lake Mills, to Maintenance Supervisor, 
Jefferson County

• Tony Sjolander, from Client Liaison, DLR Group, to 
Director of Project Planning & Development, Kraus-
Anderson Construction Company

Retirements
• Susan Graham Balzer, Assistant Superintendent of 

Operations, Kettle Moraine SD
• Gail Haack, Business Manager, Algoma SD
• Debbie Pelegrin, Business Manager, Little Chute Area 

SD
• Gloria Severson, Bookkeeper, Bonduel SD 
• Gary Swalve, Director of Business Services - PT, Maple 

Dale-Indian Hill SD
• Cindy Viste, Administrative Manager, Sevastopol SD
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Call for Presentations
Has your school district implemented a new practice? Do 
you have a story to tell? WASBO invites you to share your 
experience and expertise by applying to present at one of our 
upcoming conferences: Fall Conference, Midwest Facility 
Masters Conference, and/or School Personnel Academy. 
A Call for Presentations is posted as WASBO.com/present. 
Deadline is March 31. 
If you are a District Professional, consider teaming up with your 
colleagues/Service Affiliate members to present a session on 
an innovative idea or best practice you have implemented in 
your district. Attendees appreciate the information provided 
by their peers and often find they can apply what they have 
learned at the conference when they return to their districts.
Service Affiliate Members are encouraged to team up with 
a school district professional to co-present educational 
and informative solutions that address the needs of school 
districts. Inviting district personnel to co-present gives 
additional credibility to the information you are providing. If 
you present quality information, attendees will remember the 
expert who provided it.
Final programming decisions for each conference are made 
by that conference’s planning committee. 
Questions? Contact Kaitlyn Hafeman, kaitlyn.hafeman@
wasbo.com or 608.729.6631. 

Interim Assignments 
As school business officials (business managers, 
bookkeepers, facility directors and other critical positions) 
take new positions or retire, the districts they depart are 
left with a void. In addition, many districts are in need of 
consulting help on project or oversight work. These districts 
are in need of assistance from interim school business 
officials until their openings are filled or specific projects are 
completed. If you would like to be considered, please send 
a one-page resume and other pertinent details to Woody 
Wiedenhoeft at  
woody.wiedenhoeft@wasbo.com.

Network by Participating on a WASBO 
Committee 
Meet professional school colleagues and service affiliates, 
share ideas, enhance WASBO services and enrich your 
professional development. Serve on a WASBO committee — 
you’ll do all that, and more. Find out more at WASBO.com/
committees. Contact Kristin Hauser at 608.729.6641 or 
kristin.hauser@wasbo.com.

Submit a Newsletter Article 
Has your school district implemented a new practice? Do 
you have a story to tell? Share your experience by writing an 
article for Taking Care of Business. Email your submission to 
Áine Calgaro at aine.calgaro@wasbo.com. 

WASBO 2015 Member Survey 
The Wisconsin Association of School Business Officials 
conducted a member survey in October and November 2015. 
Two versions of the survey were made available: one for school 
district professionals and one for Service Affiliate members. 
A total 437 District Professionals and 89 Service Affiliates 
responded to the survey. WASBO’s Member Resources 
Committee collaborated to create the survey, and the resulting 
data is being used by the WASBO Board of Directors as it 
develops the association’s strategic plan. View summaries of 
the results at these links: http://bit.ly/2015survey-DP and  
http://bit.ly/2015survey-SA.

 Stay Connected

Is your WASBO membership  
up to date? 

Log in at WASBO.com,  
check your profile and  

update your communication preferences!

 

WISCONSIN

Collaboratively developed by:

An award-winning, hands-
on tool to provide an 
understanding of the 
variables, stakeholders 
and nuances of financing 
Wisconsin’s public schools.

For More 
Information and Pricing
www.WASBO.com/
InvestingInSchools

WI Assn of 
School Business 
Officials

WI Assn of 
School Boards

WI School Public 
Relations Association

Edventures in 
Learning, Inc.
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